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Every library, no matter how small or how large, including public, academic, and others, can and I believe should be a special kind of makerspace: a makerspace for the mind.

Walt Crawford, “Foreword: Makerspaces for the Mind,” *Library Publishing Toolkit*

What took me so long? What took me so long to commit to paper, to share with my fellow librarians, my passionate insistence that every youth services librarian, public and school, should—yes, should—have a writing component in every reading program and every class period, every makerspace, every preschool program? Yes, I see the irony.

I am passionate about supporting writing in libraries because of its obvious connection to one of our core missions. We librarians accept our role in providing support materials for a literate population. That literacy has been defined in the general consciousness simply as reading is a disconnect. Reading is the ability to decode symbols (the alphabet) on a page or tablet or sign or label and make meaning from them. To be a reader is to be able to understand what is being communicated through writing.

It is indisputable that most people need to know how to read to make their way successfully in life. Most people must also be able to write competently, and communicate by putting symbols on the page. Who would argue that these skills are exponentially of value to English language learners? Competency, and the enjoyment of reading and writing from intrinsic motivation, are critical for active participation in a democracy.
The ability to write is essential to the skills of literacy, but the role writing plays in reading fluency is often overlooked—especially in libraries. School librarians may say that writing is the purview of the classroom teacher, and public youth services librarians may say “This isn’t part of my job.” I disagree. If we accept that facilitating literacy is the responsibility of all youth services librarians, facilitating writing is an essential facet of our mission. The public or school library is the perfect center for “out of the classroom” literacy activities.

It’s not unusual for a librarian to hear a third grader proclaim that she “HATES reading.” We know this statement is rooted in negative classroom experiences or the insistence of the adults in her life that she read only “good” books. Many adults claim to “HATE writing” because of their own history of schoolwork or homework struggles. We librarians can intervene. We can short-circuit the negativity. If we can inspire fluent reading, we can inspire fluent writing. We are The Librarians. (Cue dramatic music: Dum dum dum dum.)

We are already reading mentors. We should be writing mentors as well.

I am asking youth services librarians to deliberately embed writing into their programming and classroom practices. To have Writing Boxes available for note taking, list making, and map making. To make wish lists, book suggestions, and building-renovation fantasies. I am asking that we partner with classroom teachers, parents, and caregivers to build an expectation of writing in libraries. Writing is part of what we do to support literacy in our communities.

My gratitude to Sharon Edwards and Robert Maloy for inspiring me to write and for the permission and encouragement to write this book.
Origin of the Writing Boxes

In 1993, I was newly matriculated into a Masters of Library Science Program. I was employed as a Librarian Trainee II with the Brooklyn Public Library, posted to the Park Slope Branch, located in a mixed-class neighborhood. And I had a dark secret: I couldn’t write. I was nauseated by the thought of college essays and research papers. How was I going to get through graduate school? I had barely made it through my undergrad classes, creatively providing and producing alternative assessment products (anything except research papers) to survive my writing anxiety.

Luck, miracle, or fate brought Dr. Robert Maloy and Sharon Edwards, authors of *Kids Have All the Write Stuff*,1 to my small branch library. They were on an author tour, and the publisher offered to have them visit for a parent education program.

Dr. Maloy, a University of Massachusetts professor, and Ms. Edwards, an elementary school teacher, had created a writing program designed to inspire young children to write on their own. Dr. Maloy’s research on writing anxiety in students of every level, from elementary to college, had brought him to Ms. Edwards’s second-grade class. He came to the conclusion that writing anxiety begins as children start learning to write in the classroom setting. The pressures of forming letters on the page, acquiring fine motor skills, developing literacy skills, and learning to spell all lead to rampant perfectionism and paralysis. The

---

consequence? A lifelong inability to put words on a page to communicate ideas.

To encourage writing as an enjoyable activity they provided Writing Boxes, one for each child in Ms. Edward’s class. These boxes were plastic containers with writing materials (pencils, pens, markers, crayons, glue, paper, etc.). Children brought the Writing Boxes home with no restrictions; they could write what they wanted, when they wanted, and how they wanted. The experiment succeeded beyond the authors’ wildest hopes. There was an explosion of writing by the students, who created signs, poems, recipes, maps, cartoons, letters, journals, and handmade books. Reading scores improved. Edwards and Maloy determined that the success of the program lay simply in its having provided the children with writing materials, opportunities to write, and a nonjudgmental writing space.

That evening, in my library, Ms. Edwards and Dr. Maloy spoke in practical terms about literacy, child development, and the reading/writing connection. They encouraged parents to inspire reading and writing by simply providing materials, space, and non-judgmental reflections.2

As I watched them describe how to put together Writing Boxes for school and home, I wondered if we could do this Writing Box thing as a public library program. I also had my first graduate school paper due in two weeks in my Services

to Children class. Could I write about Writing Boxes for this assignment? I was curious to see if I could give myself permission to “write to please myself,” to “take off the editor's hat” and be non-judgmental while I was writing.

I read and reread their book, with the goal of creating a safe and creative space for writing in my public library. After persuading Ann Kalkhoff, the Branch Librarian, to allow an experiment in the children’s room, I created Writing Boxes filled with supplies, raided the recycling box next to the copier/printer for paper, and set up Writing Box workshops for the upcoming summer reading program.

My background in children’s literature and experience working in children’s museums informed my understanding of how to structure a weekly workshop around writing. That summer, I experimented with cartooning, secret codes, map making, jokes, picture book making, recipes, and the retelling of fairy tales, and made two Writing Boxes available for use in the library (they were labeled as Reference Materials) in the afternoons.

**Success**

The weekly workshops were successful in enticing 10–20 children, ages 5–12, to drop in on Wednesdays mornings from 10:00 to 11:30 as part of our summer reading program. We had the Writing Boxes on the tables, but supplemented their contents with additional supplies. The Writing Boxes were then available in the children’s room to sign out for use in the library. With one designed for preschool children and one for those in elementary school, each contained developmentally appropriate supplies such as rounded safety scissors in the box intended for younger writers.
We discovered that parents and children enjoyed writing together. And while we initially feared that supplies might disappear or be misused, this never happened.

A surprising opportunity to continue the program came when the New York City Mayor delayed school openings for 11 days while workers performed asbestos abatement on more than 100 schools, including those closest to our branch.3 Parents scrambling for childcare turned to the public libraries for a safe space for their children while they were at work. During the next week, we consistently had 50–60 children who were happily occupied reading and writing. This experience confirmed that the workshops and materials were suitable for a diversity of ages, and could be scaled up or down as needed.

Measured by engaged writers and returning participants, the success of the Writing Box program inspired us to recruit other branches for the next summer, and the program office of the Brooklyn Public Library generously provided materials to all of them. In its third year, 63 branches engaged in some form of the program. A year later, I presented a workshop at the New York State Library Association Conference, encouraging librarians to include Writing Boxes as part of the New York State Summer Reading Program.

Getting started
Over the last 20 years, wherever I’ve been a librarian, there have been Writing Boxes. I’ve conducted Writing Box workshops with librarians and teachers in systemwide training for the New York City Department of Education and for Maricopa County Libraries in Arizona, as well as at conferences like those of the New York Library Association, the Minnesota Library Association, the American Library Association, and the Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC). The program works.

The Why
No one questions the role of youth services librarians in the promotion of literacy. We develop collections for this purpose, selecting the best of the best so as to surround readers with high-quality materials. We partner with teachers to support their curricula with high-interest, age-relevant materials, and provide

---

summer reading programs to prevent the loss of skills.\textsuperscript{4} Many public libraries now provide summer learning opportunities beyond reading, including STEM programs (Science Technology Engineering Math) and Makerspaces, which encourage creativity.\textsuperscript{5} Youth services librarians have responded to the call to provide enrichment programs to support summer learning, working to stem what has been termed the “summer slide,” and to prevent a loss of reading and math skills in elementary aged students.

One of the most significant initiatives of the ALSC and the Public Library Association (PLA) divisions of the American Library Association, which serves children ages 0–18, focuses on literacy. The Every Child Ready to Read® @ your library® (ECRR) program (everychildreadytoread.org) incorporates simple, research-based practices, to help parents and caregivers develop early literacy skills in children. By teaching the primary adults in a child’s life about the importance of early literacy and how to nurture pre-reading skills at home, ECRR multiplies library efforts many times over. We would be hard pressed to find a person who doesn’t believe that part of a school or public libraries’ mission is to support reading fluency or literacy in citizens of all ages.

What isn’t so obvious, however, is the reading/writing connection. Just as children’s librarians encourage reading aloud and the sharing of books, it is essential that we share the joy of writing and communicate the links between writing and literacy. We’re not there yet; more than 25 years after Edwards and Maloy’s experiences in the classroom, teachers continued to experience students’ dismaya when faced with writing time.\textsuperscript{6}

\textbf{This deficit in writing competence continues}

We know that achievement gaps in educational experiences exist for children of marginalized communities. These children need practice with their skills of attention and fine motor skills, as well as a better understanding of the world around them.\textsuperscript{7} We also know that the library is the literacy center that wel-

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
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comes everyone to programs like story times that feature early literacy skills. I encourage librarians who serve children and young adults to add a component of writing to their literacy programming for all ages.

Reading involves decoding symbols (words constructed of letters of the alphabet) on the page and making meaning from them, while writing is the creation of symbols to communicate meaning. More than once, a preschooaler has attended one of our Writing Box programs with an older sibling. We simply provide paper taped to the linoleum floor and two or three large, water-soluble markers. The preschooaler creates what we would call scribbles, and we perceive random marks. But if I ask about what is written on the page, the child can point to the symbols and tell me that story. In the reading and communication of those symbols, we see the beginnings of literacy.

As part of the Public Libraries’ summer reading program, the Writing Box activity increases parent engagement, promotes family literacy, and, above all, is fun. The Writing Box program is easy to replicate, inexpensive, requires very little prep and no technology, and is relevant to all ages. The writing workshops described in this volume have all been successful in my public and school libraries.

Who are these programs for?
The structured programs are for ages 6–14. Any Writing Box program can be adapted to meet a range of ages—including early elementary (first through third grades), middle elementary (third through fifth grade), or middle school (fifth through eighth grade). (Yes, these may overlap.)

Resources


8 Beginnings of Literacy, Joan Brooks McLane and Gillian Dowley McNamee, Erikson Institute, Zero to Three Journal, September 1991. z.umn.edu/wbr1


Discover Writing - Using Writing Boxes in the library

Using Writing Boxes with younger children

As part of a program

Adult participation
Creating a Nonjudgmental Space

Tips for creating an appropriate and comfortable space for writing.

- Set up the room with books, placed face out, on the related topic.
- Model the writing activity and verbalize why you are doing it: “I am drawing a map. Here is my house. I am writing ‘my house.’ I am listing who lives in the house. Paul and Lisa live in this house. What is across the street? The firehouse is across the street. I am writing ‘Firehouse.’”
- Stand back while writers are writing.
- Refrain from comparing or complimenting. (“I really like that.” “Isn’t Marly’s cartoon cute? Everyone look at Marly’s cartoon.”) These observations foster competition and comparison. Each child’s work is unique, and it is freeing to know their work is not being judged.
- Address the writer who wishes to share with an open question: “What would you like to tell me about your work?” “Would you like to read to me what you wrote?”
- Encourage adults to join in—not to observe, but to participate. You might say, “Mrs. Fox, is there anyone that you would like to send a letter to?”
- Encourage older children to help the younger ones at their table, but keep in mind that they should also have their own writing experiences.
- Have a dictionary or online spelling resource available, but encourage the children not to worry about spelling and don’t let them get bogged down by it. Remind them that we are writing, not editing.
- In the Writing Box program, there is no place for awards, ribbons, or prizes.
We ask librarians to create “purposeful programs.” Purposeful writing by young writers might include postcards, greeting cards, bookmarks, brochures, menus, ads, personal notes, maps, lists, book recommendations, and newspapers. Even the youngest writers can understand the purpose of these writing formats. And unlike the completion of a tedious worksheet, the creation of products like these is an authentic writing experience.

At the beginning of each Writing Box workshop, we ask writers to engage thoughtfully with a piece of literature or text as a prompt to their writing. When we talk about memoir, I might, for example, begin a workshop by talking about families. There are all different kinds of families. My mentor texts might include Susan Kuklin’s Families, Todd Parr’s The Family Book, and John Coy’s Their Great Gift: Courage, Sacrifice, and Hope in a New Land.

I would then read aloud Dan Yaccarino’s All the Way to America: The Story of a Big Italian Family and a Little Shovel. On the surface, this is an immigration story. Delving a little deeper, however, we discover that it is about what gets passed down in families: objects like shovels or pieces of clothing, genetic traits like curly hair, aptitudes like a talent for singing or drawing. As we reflect on the story, I chart these sorts of things on an easel pad. I may also suggest that we can write about what we hope to pass down to the next generation. (Some children do not have families where objects are passed down, are not with their biological parents, are with temporary caregivers, or have experienced devastating
life events like evacuation or fires or homelessness). I may mention that I wish
to pass down my love of reading or my knowledge about teaching.

As we begin to look at the details of setting up a Writing Box program, it's
important to recognize that as public librarians we are not imitating school
practice. During summer reading programs, we are not teaching children to
read, and during Writing Box programs, we are not teaching children to write.
We know that self-selection of materials is a key component for readers who are
choosing to read. Similarly, we are facilitating writing as a self-selected activity.

On the other hand, partnering, collaborating, and consulting with literacy spe-
cialists, classroom teachers, and after-school programs is to be encouraged, as
these educators enrich and support our own programs and practice.

The public library can give children and adolescents opportunities to develop
their literacy skills outside of the confines of school and the classroom. Just as
librarians are charged with the mission of providing materials for the “fre-
dom to read,” we must also provide the “freedom to write.”

The skills required for the themes described in this book build upon each
other. A writer who can draw can make a map, and a writer who can make a
map can dictate labels for it. A writer who can draw and write can make both
a map and a label. A writer who can draw and label maps can tell a story. A
story can be told by drawing pictures and labeling with words, and a writer
can dictate a story to accompany the pictures. As writers gain confidence in
their own written words, the workshops ask for more and more writing as
the weeks go on.
Mentor Texts
Mentor texts—books or materials that model writing for our writers—are essential to the success of a Writing Box program. Writers can use these texts as inspiration: “I want to do a map like that!” “I LOVE Baby Mouse. I am going to write a story about yesterday in gym class but they are going to be kittens instead of mice.”

Think about diversity when selecting mentor texts, and about, as Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop notes, the importance of books providing windows to other lives as well as mirrors to our own.

It is likely that many of the mentor texts suggested in the chapter lists are already in your library. Planning a Writing Box program is a terrific excuse to refresh your collections in these subject areas.

More about selecting mentor texts in Chapter 4.

Starting A Writing Box Program
Post on large chart paper and read aloud the Bill of Writes at each session (a full-page version of the Bill of Writes is included at the back of the book). Sometimes I ask another grown-up to do the read aloud.

A Bill of Writes (adapted from Kids Have All the Write Stuff)
1. I write to please myself.
2. I decide how to use the Writing Box.
3. I choose what to write and know when it is finished.
4. I am a writer and a reader right now.
5. I have things to say and write every day.
6. I write when I play and I play when I write.
7. I can write about my experience and my imagination.
8. I enjoy writing with technology.
9. I spell the way I can and learn to spell as I write.
10. I learn as I write and write as I learn.

Begin with a plan
To begin, you need to create a workshop plan. For example, in the public library setting, I suggest the following topics. They are ordered in a way that helps participants build their skills, starting with the simple skill of map making and moving to more complicated writing activities.

1. Maps
2. Cartoons
3. Menus and Recipes
4. Hieroglyphics
5. Newspapers and Newsletters; Blogs, Facebook, and Twitter
6. Postcards and Letters
7. Poetry
8. Handmade Books

Each workshop should be one hour long, and each suggested program has five common elements:
1. Books or materials related to the topic; we call these mentor texts
2. Creation of an example by the librarian
3. Modeling of the action of writing
4. A simple interaction with the children
5. Writing Boxes, which are available for reference checkout during library hours from the reference, information, or circulation desk.

Finding a good space
It seems self-evident, but the next step is to find a good space for writing. The children’s room is fine. Tables and chairs are great but not essential. My school library had moveable soft furniture and wooden stools and benches. We did all of our writing on clipboards. Children wrote sitting up, lying down, wherever they were most comfortable.

While libraries are not the shushing quiet spaces of yesteryear, it is good to remember that writing is a noisy business. Children and young adults are not quiet when they’re excited about their work. Find a room or a space where noisy activity does not disturb others.

Who should participate?
The Writing Box program was initially designed for the school-aged child, but we discovered there was no reason to limit attendance by age. Welcome anyone who wishes to write to participate in the program. This means moms and dads, caretakers and babysitters, sisters and brothers, teachers and grad students— whoever is interested. Sitters can write postcards home while babies are asleep in carriages. Grandfathers have discovered their own artistic and writing talent while creating comic memoirs.

Read more about mentor texts
z.umn.edu/wbr3
Supporting and separating the grown-ups

The Writing Box program should not be a drop-off program. In our libraries, all children ages eight and younger were required to have an adult in the room or nearby (within sight). Encourage adults to actively participate and create their own writing pieces.

You might need to separate an adult from a child if the adult becomes too involved with their child’s writing. Announce this possibility at the beginning of the program, speaking directly to the adults after reading aloud the “Bill of Writes.” You can use language like this:

“Grown-ups. I know it’s hard to sit back as your child misforms letters, misspells easy words, or asks ‘how do you spell cow?’ It’s hard to break the habit of perfectionism.

“If your child is young, ask if you can take dictation. If your child knows how to write, perhaps move to another table or say ‘I am working on my own writing, why don’t you try to do it on your own for awhile and we can edit afterwards?’”

Adults often making critical comments while a child is writing. “You know how to make your r’s better than that.” “That’s not how a map is supposed to look.” “Is that all you are going to write?” “That’s not how you spell dinosaur.” are examples of over-involvement. Encourage the adults to focus on their own work, or keep their eyes on their own papers. Remind them that writing is not editing, and that there will always be time for editing later.

Practical advice

Writers can be pre-registered, or workshops can be open access. I have used both systems. Librarians know their populations best.

At the Brooklyn Public Library, we found that our teen book buddies (ages 12 and up) were a terrific help in the preparation, maintenance, and checking in and out of our Writing Boxes. The young adults enjoyed the responsibility of being in charge of these elements of the program. In my school library, we had library helpers from the fourth and fifth grades charged with retrieving books and stocking supplies. These older helpers can all take dictation from the younger writers and listen as they share their work.

NOTE  During the program, always have extra pencils, erasers, pencil sharpeners, and a few student dictionaries on hand.
Helpful Hints

- Set up the room with books, placed face out, on the related topic.
- Model the writing activity and verbalize why you are doing it: “I am drawing a map. Here is my house. I am writing ‘my house.’ I am listing who lives in the house. What is across the street? The firehouse is across the street. I am writing ‘Firehouse.’”
- Encourage adults to join in—not to observe, but to participate. You might say, “Mrs. Fox, is there anyone that you would like to send a letter to?”
- Encourage older children to help the younger ones at their table, but keep in mind that they should also have their own writing experience.
- Have a dictionary or online spelling resource available, but encourage the children not to worry about spelling and don’t let them get bogged down by it. Remind them that we are writing, not editing.
- In the Writing Box program, there is no place for awards, ribbons, or prizes. The process IS the product.

Defining success

Use the following questions to help you determine how well your program is working.

IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

- Are students engaged in the work?
- Are they excited about their writing, about sharing it, and about their peers’ work?
- Do the thematic skills—map making, writing recipes, creating cartoons—support the grade-level curriculum?
- Have I connected the program to what is happening in the classroom? If, for instance, third graders are studying memoir, have I provided an opportunity to create cartoon memoirs?
- Have I collaborated with classroom teachers to provide extensions for their curricula in my library classes?
- Do my students independently choose to write during their library time after their books are checked out?
- Do children and adults use the Writing Boxes during after-school visits?
- Do students, teachers, and other adults have an expectation that writing is part of my literacy program?
- Is my classroom writing experience aligned with our state standards, and does it support the Common Core?

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

- Are the children and young adults engaged in the work?
- Are they excited about their writing, about sharing it, and about their peers’ work?
- Is attendance steady or growing?
- Are participants engaged?
- Do they write?
- Are their adults writing?
- Do they seem excited to be there, or are their adults making them attend?
- Is the topic open enough to engage writers of different skill levels and ages?

OUTCOMES

- Are participants borrowing titles on display, and titles that tie in with a session’s project?
- When materials are available at the reference desk, are writers requesting and using them?
- Have we had requests for an expansion of the program?
- Have community groups like the Girl Scouts of America asked to participate?

The most significant outcome of a Writing Box program is a cohort of participants who gain confidence and competency in their writing.
Parents are children’s first teachers. One study found that parents teaching their children the alphabet, reading words to them, and printing words for them predicted kindergarten alphabet knowledge and Grade 3 reading fluency. Shared storybook reading predicted kindergarten vocabulary and the frequency with which children reported reading for pleasure in Grade 4.¹

Parents don’t need to be told that reading aloud to children is a good practice for cognitive development. In his study of parents reading aloud, Dominic Massaro concluded that the vocabulary and language in picture books are more linguistically and cognitively enriching than everyday speech.² Most parents are advised to read to their children. Children who are read to and read with are more likely to select reading as a choice for recreation.

Librarians already partner with parents, caregivers, and Head Start program teachers by providing and modeling actions that impact the frequency and quality of interactions between adults and young children. We read, sing songs, recite nursery rhymes, and play finger games, all to model behavior that will support children’s success in learning.

If we accept the premise that reading in the home by parents and caregivers is a positive influence that predicts the acquisition of literacy, we can also encourage these adults to write in the home with their children as well. Sharon Edwards and Robert Maloy’s Kids Have All the Write Stuff: Inspiring Your Children

to Put Pencil to Paper encourages parents to create a successful literacy learning environment.

Edwards and Maloy observed parents and their children writing over a four-year period, then developed a formula for successful children’s learning:

\[
\text{Play} + \text{Choice} + \text{Approximation} + \text{Risk-Taking} = \text{Children’s Learning}
\]

**Play**
The Writing Box program supports playful writing. Writing is not “work.” There is no “right way” to write.

**Choice**
We give parents and children a choice of prompts and materials. We know that competent writing, like reading, takes practice.

**Approximation**
This means accepting good tries at spelling and sentence structure, and even at different ways of communicating meaning, without constantly criticizing or correcting.

**Risk-Taking**
We ask all participants to take a risk, to be willing to try something new: “I have never made a map before!” Librarians can model enthusiasm in the face of a fear of failure, and help parents overcome the instinct for perfectionism: “Let’s get the writing down on the page. We can look up how to spell when we revise later.”
As librarians, we can use this formula to facilitate children’s writing and guide parent/caregiver interactions. We can share our knowledge of literature and early childhood learning in the Every Child Ready to Read® @ your library® (ECRR) programs (everychildreadytoread.org). We can encourage caregivers, babysitters, and parents to engage in writing with their children during and after Writing Box workshops.

The Writing Box program provides an opportunity to honor the cultural and socioeconomic diversity of our communities, and allows us to select materials to share that speak to our populations. In my St. Paul community, for example, many families grow thriving gardens. Some products of these efforts are for family tables, while others are destined for sale at the local farmers’ market. As we select books for our own Writing Box program, it is a delight to support independent publishers like Readers to Eaters, whose mission is to create books that offer, through authentic story and delightful writing, a fresh perspective on what and how we eat. A read aloud of the mentor text Farmer Will Allen and the Growing Table by Jacqueline Briggs Martin can, for example, generate a variety of writing prompts:

- If you farmed Will’s table, what would you grow?
- Describe your ideal farm.
- Draw a map of your neighborhood. Where is the garden? Create a plan for the garden.
- Do you have a recipe for any of the food that Will grows?
- Here is the map of my garden plan. What else could I plant?

As we encourage adults to participate, we support their voices, creating an opportunity for a successful literacy experience for them as well as their children.

Public Access

It is essential that the library provides public access hours to Writing Boxes and program materials. Writing Boxes that can be checked out from the reference or circulation desk are an essential component of a successful program.

Create a folder or file with writing prompts and writing samples that can be referred to during writing times. Provide materials for an array of writing activities for “out-of-workshop time.” Reproduce and have available cartoon frames, poetry prompts, map outlines, and hieroglyphic keys.
Resources
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The process of selecting and evaluating materials for a Writing Box program is no different from any other collection development for a children’s library.

You may notice that the majority of the mentor texts mentioned at the end of chapters are picture books or short poems. This ensures that a workshop can be completed within a one-hour time period.

While pulling books from the shelves or ordering new ones to support the program, ask yourself the following questions:

**What am I looking for in the books I select?**
- A riveting story (whether fiction or informational)
- Juicy language (is the language rich and varied?)
- Compelling art (does the art reflect and illuminate the text?)
- Dramatic page turns (the art of the picture book hinges on compelling page turns)
- Age relevance: does it engage and inform its intended audience?
- Consistent style (is it excellent throughout, and is the voice consistent?)
- Read-aloud-ability (is it a joy to read aloud?)

**Looking at the art of the book,**
- What media is used? Do watercolor illustrations serve the story? Is the art accomplished or amateur?
- Is this a serious biography?
- Do visual elements add to or distract from the text?
- Is the layout clean and communicative, or is it confusing? Are pieces of the pictures lost in the gutter?
Are the chosen typefaces easy to read? Do they reflect the tone of the content?
Does the art expand on the story told by the text?

Diversity: Through whose lens is this story being told?
- Do the titles on display for the Writing Box workshop reflect more than just the dominant white culture of the US?
- Am I considering racism, sexism, and ableism in choosing portrayals of US history?

Resources for mentor text selection
My own go-to resources to give me insight into these issues and inform my selections are Rethinking Schools (rethinkingschools.org) and Teaching for Change (teachingforchange.org). The Zinn Education Project also promotes and supports the teaching of people’s history in classrooms across the country, and provides resources to guide explorations of history and social movements (zinnedproject.org/about).

How am I thinking about diversity? By diversity I mean more than culture, religion, nationality, and the color of someone’s skin. As you collect texts for your program, ask yourself the following questions:
- Are all the characters white, or are there characters of color? Characters/people from many nations, religions, regions, home languages? Not every book has to fulfill this criterion, but books displayed for mentoring should provide mirrors and windows for the participants’ own lives.
- Are the books that exhibit diversity included on lists of recommended readings, or have they received awards from their communities or from
Accessible Materials

- Are the information and resources available in multiple formats?
- Are the electronic materials readable by assistive technology?
- Are videos and films captioned and audio described?
- Do I remember to describe what I am doing as I do it?
- Are assistive technologies and programs available on library computers?
- Are web and online materials accessible?
- Is a process for requesting alternative formats of print materials established and available?

And finally, am I thinking about accessibility?

- Are mentor texts available in a variety of formats? Audio, text to speech, etc.
- Is information about the program available to users in different formats? Does it include information about accessibility and requesting accommodations?
- Does signage designate accessible routes, restrooms?
- Do the program spaces account for the needs of those who are other than neuro- and physical typical?
- Do we know how to assist with access requests?
- Do I have tables that are accessible for writing from a wheelchair?
- Is there an accessible restroom near the workshop area?
- Have staff been trained to integrate disability-related topics?
- Do I have a range of writing materials?
- Have I asked if any of the participants need an interpreter or accommodations?
- Is my program autism friendly?
- Have I accounted for neurodiversity in the selection of mentor texts? Neurodiversity is a concept in which neurological differences are to be recognized and respected as any other human variation. These differences can include those associated with dyspraxia, dyslexia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, dyscalculia, the autism spectrum, Tourette syndrome, and others.
• Do the titles I’ve selected to read aloud and display reflect all kinds of people of different economic and social backgrounds, and of different physical and cognitive abilities?

**Recommended resources for finding and evaluating mentor texts**

The following resources (with a few updates) were part of a collection development workshop presented by Betty Carter, Professor Emeritus, Texas Woman's University; Thom Barthelmes, Youth Services Manager, Whatcom County Library System, Bellingham, WA; Vicky Smith, Children’s Editor, Kirkus Reviews; and myself. We presented at the ALSC National Institute, September 23–25, 2010, in Atlanta, GA. The handout containing recommendations and resources can be found at z.umn.edu/ALACollectionDevelopment.

**Review Journals**

- **Booklist** (ala.org/booklist)
- **The Bulletin for the Center of Children's Books** (BCCB), or **The Bulletin** (bccb.ischool.illinois.edu)
- **The Horn Book Magazine** (hbook.com)
- **Kirkus Reviews** (kirkusreviews.com)
- **Publishers Weekly** (z.umn.edu/wbr66)
- **School Library Journal** (SLJ; slj.com)
- **Voya Magazine** (voyamagazine.com)

**Subject-Specific Journals**

Except for **Science Books and Films** and **Multicultural Review** (which are review journals), the journals below sometimes review books for children and young adults and frequently mention young adult and children’s literature in their articles. They are aimed at subject-area educators.

- **Mathematics Teacher** (z.umn.edu/wbr5): Official publication of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
- **Multicultural Review** (ala.org/rt/emiert): Official publication of the Ethnic and Multicultural Information Exchange Round Table of the American Library Association; reviews books that provide a glimpse into our diverse society.
- **Reading Teacher** (z.umn.edu/wbr6): Official publication of the International Reading Association, targeting teachers of reading in elementary/middle schools.
- **Science and Children** (nst.a.org/elementaryschool): Official publication of the National Science Teachers Association.
**Science Books and Films** (z.umn.edu/wbr7): Review journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (which publishes *Science*), in which subject-area specialists evaluate science books for children, young adults, and adults.

**Social Education** (z.umn.edu/wbr8): Official journal of the National Council of the Social Studies.

**Online Resources**

**Bank Street College of Education, Children’s Book Committee** (z.umn.edu/wbr9): The Children’s Book Committee members evaluate current literature for children and publish booklists to guide parents, librarians, and teachers in the selection of developmentally relevant reading materials.

**Capitol Choices** (www.capitolchoices.org): “Our mission is to identify and select a yearly list of outstanding titles for children and teens.”

**Cooperative Children's Book Center** (z.umn.edu/wbr67): A unique examination, study, and research library of the School of Education at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and the go-to resource for thematic bibliographies, current book awards, and lists, as well as for identifying current books of excellence.

**GLSEN** (Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network) **Booklink** (glsen.org): As stated on their website, “The Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network strives to assure that each member of every school community is valued and respected regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity/expression.” Recommended titles reflect this mission.

**No Flying No Tights: A Website Reviewing Graphic Novels for Teens** (noflyingnotights.com): The title says it all. Multiple contributors cover all aspects of graphic format, including adult crossover.

**Shelf Awareness: Daily Enlightenment for the Book Trade** (shelf-awareness.com): Shelf Awareness is “an email newsletter dedicated to helping the people in stores, in libraries and on the Web buy, sell and lend books most wisely” and includes reviews of current and upcoming titles of interest.

**Sidekicks: A Website Reviewing Graphic Novels for Kids** (z.umn.edu/wbr10): Devoted to presenting graphic-novel reviews for kids and those who work with them, including librarians, teachers, and parents.

**Blogs**

**American Indians in Children’s Literature** (z.umn.edu/wbr68): Debbie Reese (Nambé Pueblo) provides critical perspectives on indigenous peoples in children’s and young adult books, the school curriculum, and society at large.
The Treasure on Gold Street / El Tesoro en la Calle d’Oro: A Neighborhood Story in Spanish and English (Cinco Puntos Press, 2003) is a perfect read-aloud prompt for writing and for making maps about neighbors, neighborhood, and community.

As Kirkus Reviews writes, “Employing simple declarative sentences and a distinctly child’s-eye view, Byrd creates a full and subtle treatment of the interaction of a mentally disabled woman and the neighbors and family members who surround her. Byrd’s tale evokes not simply Isabel’s circumscribed but happy life, but also the life stages of ‘ordinary’ children as they grow through differing attitudes toward the disabled.”

**The Brown Bookshelf** (thebrownbookshelf.com). The Brown Bookshelf is designed to push awareness of the myriad Black voices writing for young readers.

**Blue Ox Review** (continuum.umn.edu/kerlan): Recommended reading from my blog and thematic lists.

**Fuse 8** (z.umn.edu/wbr11): A Fuse #8 Production, on the School Library Journal website, provides a forum for the personal, entertaining reviews, reactions, and op-eds of Elizabeth Bird, Children’s Librarian at the New York Public Library.

**I’m Here. I’m Queer. What the Hell Do I Read?** (leewind.org): Lee Wind’s blog addresses gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, questioning, and gender non-conforming teens by raising issues of importance and reviewing relevant books.

**Kidlitosphere** (kidlitosphere.org): This blog clearinghouse “strives to provide a passage to the wonderful variety of resources available from the Society of Bloggers of Children’s and Young Adult Literature.” In other words, it lists every blog under the sun.

**Oyate** (z.umn.edu/wbr13): Oyate is a Native organization working to see that Native “lives and histories are portrayed with honesty and integrity.”

**Reading Rants** (readingrants.org/): Jennifer Hubert Swan, middle-school librarian at the Little Red School House and Elisabeth Irwin High School in Greenwich Village in Manhattan, takes on current literature for young adults ages 12–18.

**Individual American Book Awards**

**American Indian Youth Literature Award** (z.umn.edu/wbr12): The American Indian Library Association sponsors this award.

**Américas Children’s and Young Adult Literature Award** (z.umn.edu/wbr14): The Américas is sponsored by the Consortium of Latin American Studies Programs and given to a number of books (including picture books, middle-grade readers, and young adult titles) written in either English or Spanish that “authentically and engagingly portray Latin America, the Caribbean, or Latinos in the United States.”

**Arab American Book Award** (z.umn.edu/wbr15): Sponsored by the Arab American National Museum, this award is given to a children’s or young adult book that “celebrates the lives of Arab Americans.”

**Asian Pacific Awards for Literature** (z.umn.edu/wbr16): These awards, administered by the Asian Pacific American Librarians Association (an affiliate of the American Library Association), recognize one picture book and one youth literature award to “promote Asian/Pacific American culture and heritage.”
(Mildred L.) **Batchelder Award** (z.umn.edu/wbr17): The Batchelder is given by the Association for Library Service to Children to the publisher of the most outstanding book “originally published in a foreign language in a foreign country, and subsequently translated into English and published in the US.”

(Pure) **Belpre Medal** (z.umn.edu/wbr18): The Association for Library Service to Children and the National Association to Promote Library and Information Services to Latinos and the Spanish-Speaking (REFORMA) jointly present the Belpre to a Latino/Latina writer and illustrator whose “work best portrays, affirms, and celebrates the Latino cultural experience in an outstanding work of literature for children and youth.”

**Boston Globe–Horn Book Awards** (z.umn.edu/wbr19): Sponsored by *The Boston Globe* and *The Horn Book*, these prizes are given every year for the best book for children or young adults in three categories: fiction and poetry, picture book, and nonfiction.

(Randolph) **Caldecott Medal** (z.umn.edu/wbr20): The Caldecott Medal is awarded annually by the Association for Library Service to Children to the “artist of the most distinguished American picture book for children” published the previous year.

**Carter G. Woodson Book Awards** (z.umn.edu/wbr21): These awards recognize books in three areas: elementary, middle level, and secondary. Given by the National Council for the Social Studies, the awards are for “the most distinguished social science books appropriate for young readers that depict ethnicity in the US.”

**Charlotte Zolotow Award** (z.umn.edu/wbr22): The Cooperative Children’s Book Center at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, administers this award, given annually to the author of the most distinguished picture book text in a US book published the preceding year.

**Children’s Africana Book Awards** (z.umn.edu/wbr23): Supported by the Outreach Council of the African Studies Association, these two awards—one for a book for young children and one for older readers—are presented annually.

(The) **Cook Prize** (z.umn.edu/wbr24): Awarded to the best Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) picture book for 8–10 year olds. The Cook Prize is the only national children’s choice award honoring a STEM title.

**Coretta Scott King Book Awards** (z.umn.edu/wbr25): The Ethnic and Multicultural Information Exchange Round Table of the American Library Association administers these awards, recognizing an African American illustrator and an African American author who made an outstanding contribution to literature during the previous year. The John Steptoe New Talent Award recognizes excellence among debut creators, and the Virginia Hamilton Award recognizes lifetime achievement.

**E. B. White Read Aloud Awards** (z.umn.edu/wbr26): Established by the Association of Booksellers for Children, these awards honor two books (one picture
book, one book for older readers) published each year that “reflect universal read-aloud standards.”

(Theodor Seuss) Geisel Medal (z.umn.edu/wbr27): Selected annually by a committee from the Association for Library Service to Children, this award goes to the most “distinguished American book for beginning readers published in English in the United States.”

Irma Simonton Black and James H. Black Award for Excellence in Children’s Literature (z.umn.edu/wbr28): The Bank Street College of Education presents this award annually to “an outstanding book for young children—a book in which text and illustrations are inseparable, each enhancing and enlarging on the other to produce a singular whole.”

Jane Addams Children’s Book Awards (z.umn.edu/wbr29): The Jane Addams Peace Association selects the winners of these awards for children’s books published the “preceding year that effectively promote the areas of peace, justice, and world community.”

(Michael L.) Printz Award (z.umn.edu/wbr30): A committee of the Young Adult Library Services Association selects the winner of this award in recognition of a book of outstanding literary excellence published expressly for young adults.

National Book Award (z.umn.edu/wbr31): The National Book Awards recognize one book annually for excellence in young people’s literature.

(John) Newbery Medal (z.umn.edu/wbr32): The Newbery is awarded annually by a committee from the Association for Library Service to Children to the “author of the most distinguished contribution to American Literature for Children.”

Odyssey Award (z.umn.edu/wbr33): Given annually by a committee of members from the Association for Library Service to Children and the Young Adult Library Services Association for the best audiobook produced for children/young adults.

Orbis Pictus Award (z.umn.edu/wbr34): The National Council of Teachers of English gives this award to the best nonfiction book published each year.

(Robert F.) Sibert Informational Book Medal (z.umn.edu/wbr35): Awarded by a committee of the Association for Library Service to Children for the best informational book of the preceding year.

Schneider Family Book Award (z.umn.edu/wbr36): Awarded by the American Library Association to recognize “an author or illustrator for a book that embodies an artistic expression of the disability experience for child and adolescent audiences.”

Sydney Taylor Book Awards (z.umn.edu/wbr37): These awards recognize three outstanding books published the previous year that “authentically portray the Jewish Experience.” Books for younger, older, and teen readers are honored by the Association of Jewish Librarians.
Tomás Rivera Mexican American Children’s Book Award (z.umn.edu/wbr38): Sponsored by Texas State University, and recognizing one book that “honors authors and illustrators who create literature that depicts the Mexican American experience.”

YALSA Award for Excellence in Nonfiction for Young Adults (z.umn.edu/wbr39): Given annually to “the best nonfiction book published for young adults” by a committee from the Young Adult Library Services Association.

Lists
Américas Children’s and Young Adult Literature Commended Titles (z.umn.edu/wbr40): This list includes additional outstanding books considered for the Américas Children’s and Young Adult Literature Award.

Best Fiction for Young Adults (z.umn.edu/wbr41): This annual list, developed by the Young Adult Library Services Association, recommends outstanding fiction for young adults, ages 12–18.

Children’s Choices (z.umn.edu/wbr42): Annual list of books selected across the US by children (ages 5–13) in the year the books are published; administered by the International Reading Association and the Children’s Book Council.

Great Graphic Novels for Teens (z.umn.edu/wbr43): These titles are selected annually by a committee of the Young Adult Library Services Association.

Notable Books for a Global Society (z.umn.edu/wbr44): An “annual list of exceptional multicultural literature” compiled by a special-interest group of the International Reading Association and covering books for children in grades K–12.

Notable Children’s Books (z.umn.edu/wbr45): Compiled annually by a committee of the Association for Library Service to Children, the Notables list honors the year’s most outstanding books for children, ages birth–14.

Notable Children’s Books in English/Language Arts (z.umn.edu/wbr46): The National Council of Teachers of English compiles this list of outstanding children’s books.

Notable Social Studies Trade Books for Young People (z.umn.edu/wbr47): Annual list compiled by the National Council of Social Studies and the Children’s Book Council.

Outstanding International Books List (z.umn.edu/wbr48): Compiled each year by the US Board on Books for Young People to recognize outstanding books published or distributed in the US and that originated or were first published in another country.

Outstanding Science Trade Books (z.umn.edu/wbr49): This annual list, administered by the National Science Teachers Association, recognizes outstanding books for students in grades K–12.
State Reading Lists (z.umn.edu/wbr50): It is important to know those books highlighted by your own state each year. Children's and young adult author Cynthia Leitich Smith provides links to individual state reading lists at her website.

Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers (z.umn.edu/wbr51): This list, compiled annually by a committee from the Young Adult Library Services Association, identifies outstanding books that have great appeal for reluctant young adult readers.

Rainbow List (z.umn.edu/wbr52): The Rainbow List, an annual list sponsored by the American Library Association’s Rainbow Project, identifies outstanding books “for children and teens that contain significant gay, lesbian, bisexual, queer or questioning (GLBTQ) content.”

Teachers’ Choices (z.umn.edu/wbr53): Teachers from the International Reading Association identify books that can both be enjoyed by children and used across the curriculum.

Young Adult Choices Reading List (z.umn.edu/wbr54): This list, administered through the International Reading Association and the Children’s Book Council, is created by middle- and high-school students across the US who select their favorite books published each year.
The following is a step-by-step description of the Mapmaking Workshop.

*Imagine me standing in front of you. Imagine a table full of face out titles—picture books, chapter books, poems, adult books, atlases. An easel with chart paper and Sharpies stands next to me. There are tables with chairs around them, and a stack of clear shoebox-sized boxes with lids.*

**The Writing Box**

Any plastic container with a lid will work well; it should be big enough to hold the contents easily without crowding. A clear or translucent rectangular box is best for keeping materials in order and is also visually appealing. It can be big enough to hold paper and supplies, or shoebox size, to contain supplies only, with paper available separately. Writing Boxes are to be shared by the writers; place one or two boxes on each table.

**Organizing the Contents**

Take the supplies out of their original packaging and place them in resealable plastic bags, one bag of each material for each Writing Box. Using a permanent marker, label the contents on the side of each bag; this will make it easy to clean up and to check contents.

Begin on a small scale, with markers, pencils, sharpeners, and erasers, and add other items as time goes on to freshen each Writing Box. I sometimes buy markers in bulk and sort them into resealable bags.

The Writing Box concept can be adapted for 3–6 year-old children by having a separate box available for that age group. Young children communicate by
writing and drawing. Large crayons, thick colored markers, masking tape, and rubbing forms are popular items you can include.

Paper
It’s my experience that clean white paper and lined notebook paper are best given out separately, rather than included in the Writing Box. Give children as much paper as they want, and always have a box of scrap paper with old flyers and pieces of leftover construction paper available for children to take from as needed. There is no such thing as “wasting” paper.

Final check
Are your supplies in order? Are there eight differently colored markers in each plastic bag? Do you have paper? Maps can be made on plain copy paper, but for the session on maps you can also have brown paper bags or some heavy stock available. Age some paper for pirate maps by wiping it with damp tea bags.

I place the supplies to the side of the room.

Mentor Texts
I pull a variety of titles and materials that reflect the topic and place them on display the week prior to the program. I may also create a display to publicize the workshop, including the materials, books, and a Writing Box. It’s a good idea to hold a few mentor texts back for the actual event. For the Writing Box session on maps, I select a few titles—picture books about geography and stories that have maps, as well as historical atlases—across the curriculum. For suggestions, see the bibliography of children’s books by topic. I mix fiction and nonfiction.
CHAPTER 5  IN WHICH I MODEL THE WRITING BOX WORKSHOP PROCESS

Creating a sample
Before each workshop, I create a sample. For this session on map making, I draw a map of my own neighborhood using markers or crayons on a plain piece of paper, and label locations: “my house,” “fire station,” “pizza,” and “library.” I spend less than five minutes on this sample, and I make a few copies for each table and extras to hand out.

A sample Writing Box session: Mapmaking
Allow one hour for the session. Have sticky name tags available for participants to write their names on. As participants enter, say hello to familiar faces and welcome newcomers.

I welcome writers into the room ten minutes before the program’s start time to let them get settled. The mentor texts—books, transit maps, and city maps, in addition to reference materials like atlases—are on the tables, but the Writing Boxes are not. Writers may explore the books and materials while they wait for the program to begin.

STEP 1: Introduction to the topic
I begin by saying “Hello, and welcome to the Writing Box program. Today we will be making maps. We will talk about maps for about ten minutes, we will write for about 25–35 minutes, and we will clean up for five minutes. We’ll then regroup, and those who wish to share their work will have an opportunity to do that. If you don’t finish your work right now or want to write some more, you can get a Writing Box at our reference desk from 2:00 to 5:00 every day that we are open.”

Watching the clock, I spend five minutes on defining maps.

“Can someone tell me what a map is?”

“That’s right, it can be a picture of a place.”

“Maps show us where things are. There are all kinds of maps. We can have a map of our school. We can have a map of our neighborhood. Maps can be of real places [I show a map of Minnesota] or of imaginary ones.”

I hold up a copy of How I Became a Pirate, showing the interior of a pirate map.
STEP 2: Modeling
I spend less than five minutes modeling the writing activity. With a thick colored marker, I draw a map on a large piece of paper. (Allow the map to be imperfect; it is important to model imperfection.) As I draw the map, I say aloud exactly what I am doing. I may purposely spell something wrong, like writing “firehous” instead of “firehouse.” Our writers need to practice writing without wearing their editorial hats.

STEP 3: Writing Prompts
I then spend less than five minutes listing the writing prompts, and ask the writers for suggestions of the kind of maps they might want to make. They may suggest:

- A map of their neighborhood
- A map of their body
- A map of the inside of their house
- A map of an imaginary place or planet
- A map of a fairytale: Where exactly is Sleeping Beauty sleeping?
- A map of a story they like: Where is Harry Potter's aunt and uncle's house? What do the grounds of Hogwarts look like? Diagon Alley? We can imagine the world Beverly Cleary creates. How far is Ramona’s house from school? Where do Henry and Ribsy live?
- A map of a buried treasure.

Spend a total of about ten minutes on these first three steps.

STEP 4: Writing
Allow 25–35 minutes for this activity.

Next, I announce that it's time to write. I ask for volunteers from each table to place paper and the Writing Boxes on the tables. (I’ve found that it’s distracting to have the Writing Boxes and/or materials already on the table while I introduce the program). I gather up a few of the books on display and place those on the tables for inspiration, then circulate and give suggestions if a writer seems stuck.

And then? I stand back and observe for the next 20–35 minutes. It can be hard—keeping quiet, standing back. Occupy yourself by gathering statistics. How many kids? What is the age range? How many adults? Are the adults writing? What kind of maps are the writers working on? Perhaps take pictures of them writing, to use for future displays. (At registration, request permission to reproduce written work and take photographs for displays and promotion of the program. Your institution might require photo release forms.) This is the hardest
part. Keeping quiet. Standing back. It’s also a good time to encourage grown-ups to draw and write their own maps.

**STEP 5: Cleanup**

Allow five minutes for cleanup. Ten minutes before the end of the workshop, I say, “Please finish your thoughts, we will be cleaning up in five minutes.” And I remind writers when the Writing Boxes will be available for use in the library.

**STEP 6: Sharing**

Depending on the group’s vibe, I may walk around and ask if anyone would like to share their work. Other times, I ask for volunteers. Ask the child or adult to stand up and describe their work: “I made a map of my room, but how I would have it if I could have anything I want. Here is my bed. Here is my desk. Next to the desk is my swimming pool.”

**NOTES**

When calling on writers to share, be aware of internal biases. If you call on a boy, call on a girl next; if you call on an older child, call on a younger one next. If more children want to share than there is time for, let them know that you’ll be available afterward for them to share one-on-one. Never take a child’s writing to keep or for display. A child cannot give informed consent if a figure of authority requests something from them. If you want to document the work, take a digital picture or scan it.

Respect privacy. Do not hover over writers while they are writing. Do not insist on writers sharing their work either in the group or one-on-one.

**Resources**


**Websites**


ReadWriteThink (readwritethink.org): lesson plans and activity ideas for graphic novels.

Comic Book Legal Defense Fund (cbldf.org/using-graphic-novels): column on Using Graphic Novels in Education.

The National Council for Teachers of English (ncte.org).
NOTE: This chapter may seem repetitious. It is! This is intentional. In Chapter 5, I’m modeling my approach. The following chapters describe Writing Box Workshop programs, and include descriptions of the pedagogical underpinnings of each thematic program along with lists of materials, mentor texts, and prompts. The book is structured so that the librarian, the writing mentor, can open to a program and have everything they need as well as a checklist of what to do. We know we learn from repetition. Perhaps, I should have titled this chapter “Maps, again!”

Why Maps?
In 1916, Lucy Sprague Mitchell founded the Bureau of Educational Experiments, which later became Bank Street College of Education. Mitchell was a disciple of John Dewey and a proponent of experiential learning. Accordingly, Bank Street instructors took an innovative approach to teaching and learning; their students were taught to find opportunities to develop their own curricula. Teachers were also encouraged to take children into the neighborhood to explore local businesses, animals, plants, and events. During those trips, teachers discovered that making maps was the perfect way for children to process and communicate their experiences. In her book Young Geographers: How They Explore the World and How They Map the World, Mitchell encouraged those who work with children ages 5–12 to integrate map making into most subjects. We can make maps of the human body, of the library, of the neighborhood, of mythical kingdoms, and of literary landscapes.
When I read Kate DiCamillo’s *Because of Winn-Dixie* aloud, it’s a natural progression to ask students to create a map of the neighborhood that the protagonist, India Opal Buloni, explores throughout the story. Having students make maps is also a creative way to assess their comprehension of the material.

What do we need to know?

**MAP:** A graphic representation of selected characteristics of a place, usually drawn to scale on a flat surface.

**CARTOGRAPHER:** A person who makes maps.

The acronym **DOGSTAILS** makes it easy to remember the important parts of a map:

Date, Orientation, Grid, Scale, Title, Author, Index, Legend, Source

A map can tell you when it was made or updated (date), which direction is north (orientation), how to find places on it (grid), how distances on the map relate to distances on the ground (scale), what it is about (title), who made it (author), what the symbols mean (legend or key), where to find selected places on it (index), and where the map’s information comes from (sources or credits).

Not every map contains each of these elements, but they are things to think about when you’re making a map.
Mentor texts


✦ Resources


PREPARATION

**STEP 1:** Gather atlases and maps (bus maps, street maps, and maps of the library work well).

**STEP 2:** Using markers or crayons, draw a map of your own neighborhood on a plain piece of paper to use as an example. Label locations: “my house,” “fire station,” “pizza,” or “library.” Spend less than five minutes on this map. Allow it to be imperfect. Make copies of the example to hand out or draw it with a thick colored marker on a large piece of paper or whiteboard (whichever you have available) so that it’s big enough for everyone to see.

**STEP 3:** Check Writing Box supplies.

THE WORKSHOP

**STEP 1:** Show the group the atlases and maps you have gathered and ask the children what kinds of maps they have seen before.

**STEP 2:** Show the children the map you drew of your neighborhood and, if possible, quickly draw another map as they watch—a map of the inside of your house, for example, or a map of the children’s room in the library.

**STEP 3:** Ask for suggestions of different kinds of maps the children could make and list some other possibilities:

- A map of their neighborhood
- A map of their body
- A map of the inside of their house
- A map of an imaginary land or planet
- A map of a fairytale: Where exactly is Sleeping Beauty sleeping?
- A map of a buried treasure
- A map of a story they like: Where is Harry Potter’s aunt and uncle’s house? What do the grounds of Hogwarts look like? What does Harry’s room look like? Imagine the world that Beverly Cleary creates. How far is Ramona’s house from school? Where do Henry and Ribsy live?

**STEP 4:** Give the writers markers, crayons, paper, and mentor texts. If writers are stuck for ideas, help them with labeling or with suggestions.

**STEP 5:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 6:** Take a few minutes to share the work.
I don’t think I’m going out on a limb by saying that every library should have comics and graphic novels as part of its Children’s and Young Adult collections. When I began working as a school librarian in a PreK–8 lab school, we had no comics on our shelves. No Garfield, no Simpsons. My supervisor justified this collection development decision by saying that comics did not support the school curriculum, kids could get them at the public library, we had no money for them, and there was not enough room on the shelves. When kids asked why we didn’t have comics, I answered “The Library Director doesn’t think that comics belong in the school library collection.” (Looking back, I wish I’d said “I’m working on it.”)

Already, though, we owned all of Ed Emberly’s drawing instruction books. From there, it was a short walk to How to Draw the Marvel Way. Then, of course, to the Little Lit, Maus, Adventures of Tintin, Bone, and the Captain Underpants series. The graphic format started to receive national coverage, including articles in School Library Journal, Publishers Weekly, and The New York Times. Trade publishers were creating new imprints, like First Second and Graphix, that produced graphic format specifically for kids and young adults. The No Flying No Tights website appeared on the scene.

I read Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art by Scott McCloud; my eyes were opened, and I was able to articulate what I already knew to be true. Comics are essential materials for high-interest reading. For many resistant readers
(those who can read but choose not to), comics are the gateway to improved literacy, to greater reading comprehension and fluency.

I use the terms comics, graphic narrative, and graphic format interchangeably; they are all forms of illustrated, sequential storytelling or communication. Any topic can be explored using graphic format; this format can encompass informational, autobiographical, speculative, or contemporary content, and more.

Talking with my supervisor at the time, I contended that comics and graphic format supported our literacy curriculum as well as the use of cross-genre writing. That year I spent my entire materials budget on comic-format books.

Teachers in our school began incorporating titles like Persepolis, an autobiographical graphic novel by Marjane Satrapi, into the eighth-grade social studies curriculum; Régis Faller’s comic picture book The Adventures of Polo into the second-grade literacy program; and George O’Connor’s Olympians series into the Upper School’s mythology curriculum.

This format was perfect for resistant readers AND fluent ones. I became evangelical. Eventually, the classroom teachers and I partnered in creating a comic curriculum for our fourth graders. And we created comics in the library.

To provide a brief overview of the benefits of comics, the Comic Book Defense League has published Raising a Reader: How Comics & Graphic Novels Can Help Your Kids Love to Read! by Meryl Jaffe, PhD, with foreword and illustrations by Jennifer Holm (z.umn.edu/wbr70).
The revolution is over. In January, 2016, comic/graphic writer and artist Gene Yang was appointed the National Ambassador for Young People’s Literature by the Library of Congress and the Children’s Book Council.

Comics have won their place in the library and the classroom.

 Mentor texts

**Young**


**Middle Grades**


**Ages 12 and up**


✦ Resources


Jaffe, Meryl and Jennifer Holm. “Raising a Reader: How Comics & Graphic Novels Can Help Your Kids Love to Read!” z.umn.edu/wbr70.


**Websites**


ReadWriteThink (readwritethink.org): lesson plans and activity ideas for graphic novels.

Comic Book Legal Defense Fund (z.umn.edu/wbr69): column on Using Graphic Novels in Education.

The National Council for Teachers of English (ncte.org).
**Preparation**

**STEP 1:** Gather mentor texts on cartooning and drawing, such as *How to Draw Comics the Marvel Way* and *Draw 50 Dinosaurs*, as well as books in cartoon format, such as Calvin and Hobbes collections. Cartoon pages from newspapers and magazines that use a cartoon format, like *Zillions*, are also good resources.

**STEP 2:** Reproduce the cartoon frames from the templates on the next pages.

**STEP 3:** Draw a cartoon example with a caption, or invite a staff member or a child hanging around the reference desk to help make cartoon examples. Make copies for the workshop.

**STEP 4:** Check Writing Box supplies.

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Distribute books, magazines, and comics. Talk about the different kinds of cartoons and where they can be found.

**STEP 2:** Show your example and, if you can, create one or two frames of a cartoon as the children watch. Emphasize that you don’t have to be an expert or a “good” artist to create a cartoon and that cartoons don’t have to be funny. A cartoon can be about anything that happened that day.

**STEP 3:** Give out crayons, pencils, markers, erasers, and cartoon templates, along with as many templates as the kids want.

**STEP 4:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind children when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 5:** Take a few minutes to share the work.
Secret code books were among the highest-interest titles in my public and school libraries. There’s something irresistible about being able to write a message that only you and your friends can read. When I was a kid in middle school, a self-proclaimed group of geeks produced an entire newsletter written in Middle Earth Elvish.

Hieroglyphs can give writers the same feeling of mastery, and tie into the Ancient Egypt curriculum familiar to most elementary school students.

The ancient Egyptians created the form of picture-writing known as hieroglyphs around 3100 BCE. (These facts are from the National Endowment for the Humanities Website, z.umn.edu/NEHhieroglyphs.) Each picture was a symbol representing something they observed in their surroundings. A simple drawing of the sun represented the sun, a drawing of a vulture signified a vulture, a drawing of a rope indicated a rope, and so on. But certain objects, and more particularly ideas, were difficult to represent with a single drawing. Eventually, a system evolved in which a symbol was drawn to represent a specific sound (a consonant). Several symbols were written together to make a word. This is the closest the Egyptians ever came to creating an alphabet. Vowels were not written, but were added (usually eh or ah) by the reader.

Hieroglyphs were written vertically (top to bottom) or horizontally (left to right or right to left). To read a horizontal line, one moved toward the faces of the animal symbols, which all faced in the same direction. There was no punctua-
tion, and to save space two small symbols often occupied the space of one larger one. Although there are thousands of symbols, the most commonly occurring are a set of 24, which modern archaeologists use as a working alphabet.

The one-on-one correspondence of alphabet/phonetic sounds with the Egyptian hieroglyphic symbols creates an opportunity to communicate through writing. Because the project in this workshop is to create a short message and/or sign, it’s a great ice-breaker activity. Writers anxious about “amount of writing” or “filling the page” can communicate without pressure to produce volume.

We find that our writers can easily create messages by drawing the glyphs themselves. We give each writer one sheet of paper with the hieroglyphics key and another with an Egyptian-style frame around a space for writing a message.

**Mentor texts**


✦ Resources


Discovering Egypt: discoveringegypt.com
Preparation

**STEP 1.** Gather informational books on ancient Egypt, mummies, and pyramids as well as fiction books such as *Mummy Cat* by Marcus Ewert, *Under the Mummy’s Spell* by Kate McMullan, and *Cat Mummies* by Kelly Trumble.

**STEP 2.** Reproduce the hieroglyphic key sheet and the Egyptian-style frame sheet.

**STEP 3.** Create an example by writing a simple secret message like “Keep Out!!” or “Brian’s Desk” or “Give Me Pizza” in hieroglyphs inside the frame.

**STEP 4.** Check Writing Box supplies.

The Workshop

**STEP 1.** Talk about the ancient Egyptians and about how their writing was different from ours. Demonstrate how we can write in hieroglyphs by using the symbols that correspond with the sounds of the letters. The words don’t have to be spelled correctly; they just need to sound right. “Keep” can be spelled “Kep” because the symbol for a long “e” needs to be written only once.

**STEP 2.** Show the example sheet, and have all the children decode the message together.

**STEP 3.** Hand out key sheets, Egyptian-style frame sheets, scrap paper (for trying out messages) and markers, crayons, pencils, and erasers.

**STEP 4.** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind the children when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 5.** Take a few minutes to share the work.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![A]</td>
<td>![B]</td>
<td>![C]</td>
<td>![D]</td>
<td>![E]</td>
<td>![F]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![G]</td>
<td>![H]</td>
<td>![I]</td>
<td>![J]</td>
<td>![K]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![L]</td>
<td>![M]</td>
<td>![N]</td>
<td>![O]</td>
<td>![P]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Q]</td>
<td>![R]</td>
<td>![S]</td>
<td>![T]</td>
<td>![U]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![V]</td>
<td>![W]</td>
<td>![X]</td>
<td>![Y]</td>
<td>![Z]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*font: Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphs, available for free at dafont.com*
Were I to investigate, I bet I’d find that cookbooks comprise one of the leading informational subject areas in circulation statistics at my school library. For children in third grade and younger, they’d be right up there with dinosaurs. When I was a new public librarian, the first Dewey number I could rattle off from memory was 651.5. As a school librarian, I didn’t need to run a report to see that among the library’s highest circulating books were the Star Wars cookbooks. Chronicle Books, which publishes these titles, has reported that more than half a million copies have been sold to date. And in the Writing Boxes workshops, I’ve found that the recipes and menus programs often lead to the most animated writing sessions.

I attribute the high interest in cookbooks to a few factors. Most of us like to eat, for one thing. And for many children, cookbooks are an easy read. They’re predictable in format, and you don’t have to cook to enjoy them. Some, like Pretend Soup, have step-by-step illustrations to follow.

Cooking is one of the first family literacy experiences a child has with an adult. The simple question “What do we need from the store to make cookies?” introduces a child to lists, to the act of decoding symbols on a page, and to the connection of those symbols to ingredients at the store and, later, in the mixing bowl.

Creating and writing a recipe is another process that supports family literacy. Writing recipes is the perfect intergenerational activity. Adults can take dictation, or young writers can. It’s a shared experience.
This type of procedural writing can be adapted for other types of do-it-yourself projects. In writing programs, prompts for recipes (“How do I make applesauce?” “How do I bake bread?”) can be opened up for other activities (“How do I make a paper airplane?” “How do I start using Minecraft?”) or cross-curriculum (“How do I draw a cartoon of a cat?”).

**Notes on the Recipes Program**

I usually begin by asking “Does anyone know how to cook?” “YES!” “Grilled cheese!” “Scrambled eggs!” “Mac and cheese!” “Salad!” I choose a child who named something pretty simple and ask them to teach me how to make it.

What do I need to make scrambled eggs? I write the list of ingredients and draw a simple sketch of each. Am I missing anything? I write the names of any additional ingredients and draw a picture of each.

- “What do I make it in?” I ask.
- “A pan,” states the writer.
- I write “pan” and draw a picture of it.
- “Mix the eggs with milk,” says the writer.
- “Two eggs, in a bowl, with a fork,” says the writer, “and a splash of milk”
- I list the ingredients and write the instructions.
- “Then I cook the eggs? With what?”
- “On the stove.”
- “How do I know how to set the stove?”
- “Oh, turn the burner to medium.”
- “Stir the eggs,” instructs the writer.
“With what?” I ask.
“A spoon.”

I add spoon to the list of tools, label it, write the next instruction, and mime the act of stirring.
“Take them out of pan when finished,” the writer says.
“How do I know when they are finished?”
“They are hard and not wet,” says the recipe writer.

For a writing session, you can do either topic or both on two different days.

**Mentor texts**


✦ Resources

**Imaginary Menus Program**

**Preparation**

**STEP 1:** Gather cookbooks such as *Pretend Soup* by Molly Katzen and *Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix*, menus such as Chinese take-out menus, and books like *The Outside Inn* and *How To Eat Fried Worms*.

**STEP 2:** Create three menus of your own. The first can be a restaurant menu with everything you would love to eat (perhaps an all-chocolate menu, with chocolate shrimp, chocolate salad, and chocolate chips). The second menu might be filled with food you deeply dislike, perhaps beets and cabbage and anchovies. And third could be a nonsense menu, filled with things no one could eat, or with imaginary delights such as caramel mud pies. Create one example recipe, outlining how to make one of the dishes (real or imagined).

**STEP 3:** Reproduce examples to hand out. Check Writing Box supplies.

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Talk about different kinds of menus. Ask the writers what kind of menus and restaurants they know. Show them the different sections (appetizers through dessert), along with the menus you've made. Demonstrate how a plain piece of letter-sized paper can be folded in thirds to create a menu. Read aloud *Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix, Outside Inn*, or a few poems in *Frankenstein Bakes a Cake*, by Adam Rex. Pass the take-out menus around.

Using chart paper, model the creation of a menu for a made-up restaurant: What do we need to know? What is the name of the restaurant? What kind of food do we serve? What are the parts of the menu? Categories of dishes?

The facilitator can crowdsources this information.

**STEP 2:** Give writers markers, crayons, and paper. Help with words or offer suggestions when writers seem stuck for ideas.

**STEP 3:** Give a five-minute warning for clean up. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes will be available at the reference desk. Clean up and put away supplies.

**STEP 4:** Ask for volunteer to share their menus, or pair up the writers to share with partners or their table.
Parts of a Menu

Name of the restaurant: ____________________________________________________________

Where is it located? ____________________________________________________________

Appetizers or starters: __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Soup or salad: _________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Main courses: _________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Dessert: ________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Today’s special: _____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Notes
**Preparation**

**STEP 1:** Gather mentor text cookbooks such as *Pretend Soup* by Molly Katzen or the *Star Wars* cookbooks.

**STEP 2:** Write out a recipe of your own—something simple to demonstrate the format and components of a typical recipe.

**STEP 3:** Reproduce your recipe to hand out.

**STEP 4:** Make copies of a handout with the following components to help the writers plan their recipes:
- How many people will the recipe serve?
- Ingredients
- Kitchen tools
- What do I need to know to make this recipe? For example, what does it mean to “cream the butter”?

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Talk about what a recipe is, and ask the writers about favorite foods they like to make. Ask for a volunteer to tell the group how to make a simple dish or sandwich. Model the recipe writing, describing its different parts, and the importance of being accurate in giving written directions.

**STEP 2:** Sometimes it’s helpful to partner writers for this activity. Ask them to talk through the recipe with their partner before getting the words on the paper. Give them markers, crayons, and paper. Help with words or offer suggestions when writers seem stuck for ideas.

**STEP 3:** Give a five-minute warning for clean up. Remind writers that the Writing Boxes will be available at the reference desk. Clean up and put away supplies.

**STEP 4:** If there is time, ask for volunteers to share.
What am I making? ____________________________________________

What tools do I need? ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

What foods do I need?                                             How much?

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Steps to make this dish

1. _____________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________

Notes
It is not unusual to hear moans of pain and sighs of dread from young participants when we announce that we’ll be writing letters. Letter writing often means an adult standing over a child, insisting on correct format and punctuation while the child grips a pen to squeeze out a few words of gratitude for that itchy hand-knit Christmas sweater—a moment enjoyed by neither adult nor child.

My favorite mentor text for letter writing is the short story “Your Question for the Author Here,” by Kate DiCamillo and Jon Scieszka in Guys Read: Funny Business. In the story, a student’s homework assignment is to write to a famous author. The audio of Kate and Jon reading the letters is snarky good fun and less than five minutes long. I sometimes begin a Writing Box session reading a portion aloud or playing the authors’ reading for inspiration.

There is no more authentic form of writing than the letter or postcard. A message on a piece of paper that arrives unexpectedly is a joy. Writing a letter or postcard is an intentional act that says to the recipient “You are important to me. I was thinking about you. I have news for you.”

Families and friends also, of course, keep in touch electronically through email and Facebook. Many of our young writers do a significant amount of their writing and reading through emails, Instagram, Twitter, text messages, and other electronic formats. But we must recognize that many of our populations do not have electronic access. We have therefore chosen to go lowtech for this Writing Box program. The blank space on a postcard is finite, and not as overwhelming in size as a blank
piece of paper. And handcrafted postcards can be sent through the US Postal Service when postage is attached.

Our postcard session in the public library was especially popular with adult participants, and there was high interest among writers for whom English was a second language, who were eager to send their postcards to family and friends back home.

**Mentor texts**


**Resources**


Preparation

**STEP 1:** Gather books that have letter writing as a theme or format, such as Ezra Jack Keats’ *Letter to Amy*, *Stringbean’s Trip to the Shining Sea* by Vera B. Williams, and *Dear Mr. Henshaw* by Beverly Cleary.

**STEP 2:** Cut pieces of 8½” x 11” heavy stock into rectangles for postcards. They can be all sizes. If you like, draw imaginary postage stamps and a vertical line to separate the address area from the writing space. If you have a die-cutting machine, you can produce folded stationery (or just use plain paper).

**STEP 3:** Create your own letter and postcard.

**STEP 4:** Reproduce your examples.

**STEP 5:** Check Writing Box supplies. This is a good project for bringing out the rubber stamps. Hint: You don’t need stamp pads. Just ink the rubber stamp with a thick marker.

The Workshop

**STEP 1:** Display mentor texts and different kinds of postcards and letters. Explain why we send them, and ask the kids if they have received or sent any letters or cards.

**STEP 2:** Read your postcard and letter aloud and describe their different components: date, salutation, return address, etc.

**STEP 3:** Give the writers markers, crayons, and paper, and rubber stamps if you have them. Help with words or offer suggestions when writers seem stuck for ideas.

**STEP 4:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes will be available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 5:** Take a few minutes to share the work.
Poetry

CHAPTER 11

Poetry surrounds us from birth. We encourage new parents to sing and to read aloud, to recite nonsense songs and nursery rhymes. All of these activities expose babies and toddlers to vocabulary, language, phonemic awareness, and wordplay, and connect words to the world around them. “A told B and B told C, ‘I’ll meet you at the top of the coconut tree.’” I didn’t have a group of first graders in Brooklyn who couldn’t complete that verse: “Chicka chicka boom boom, Will there be enough room?”

Full disclosure: I was someone who gave up Poetry (with a capital P) after the exhausting interpretive gymnastics of English 101. I was allergic to dudes in triboli hats declaiming their imitations of “Howl” from the postage-stamp-sized stages in the back of Brooklyn coffee shops. But when I became a children’s librarian, I became a poetry lover. I discovered Jack Prelutsky, Shel Silverstein, Kristine O’Connell George, Doug Florian, Jane Yolen, Pat Mora, Janet Wong, Nikki Grimes, Nikki Giovanni, Marilyn Singer, Marilyn Nelson, Judy Sierra, Naomi Shihab Nye, and Joyce Sidman. The rich collections selected by X. J. Kennedy and Lee Bennett Hopkins provided me with icebreakers for visits with classes of all ages. If the word “poetry” sets your teeth on edge, I have some words of hope for you: Poetry can be fun, poetry can be silly, and—often at the same time—poetry can express emotions and states of feeling with a unique power.

In particular, poetry for children often exemplifies a special union of laughter and profundity. The esteemed poet, anthologist, and teacher Lee Bennett Hopkins wrote, “The first thing I think of when planning a collection is the child—what I want the child to reap. When it comes to poetry—pure poetry—I

want children to see beauty in the world, feel emotion, compassion, to breathe deeply, utter, ‘Yes, this is how it is.’”

Those revelations can come surprisingly early. I’ve found it’s possible to jolly a two-year-old out of an incipient breakdown by dramatically reciting these lines from Andrew Fusek:

I’m the no-no bird,
That’s right, that’s me.
I live up in
The Tantrum Tree.
I’m the no-no bird,
I won’t say why
I stamp my feet
And shout and cry.

This can be found in Here’s a Little Poem: A Very First Book of Poetry, a collection co-edited by Fusek and the esteemed poet Jane Yolen. The genius of these selections is that they reflect the developmental interests of young children. Wordplay, humor, and tongue-twisting verse about big feelings, baby brothers, and ice cream are all part of the landscape, brought to life with strong imaginative illustrations by Polly Dunbar.

Poetry is also an intergenerational delight, perfect for sharing with grandparents and great-grandparents, neighbors, and friends. Characters familiar to young and old make an early appearance in A. A. Milne’s 1924 collection, When

---

2 Lee Bennet Hopkins, email message to author, May 25, 2016.
National Poem in Your Pocket Day

National Poem in Your Pocket Day is observed each April. This day was created to share the joy that poems bring by carrying one in your pocket and sharing it throughout the day with others.

Across the country, businesses, libraries, schools, and individuals have shared a poem on National Poem in Your Pocket Day. A short poem might appear on your lunch receipt, or perhaps the mailperson will recite one in exchange for the outgoing mail.

HOW TO OBSERVE
Memorize a poem or two to share with the people you meet throughout the day. National Poem In Your Pocket Day is the perfect day to share your poem on Social Media using #PoemInYouPocketDay or #PocketPoem.

HISTORY
National Poem In Your Pocket Day has been celebrated as part of National Poetry Month since 2002. The Office of the New York Mayor, along with the New York City Departments of Cultural Affairs and Education, initiated the annual city-wide Poem In Your Pocket Day. The Academy of American Poets took Poem In Your Pocket Day national in 2008.

We Were Very Young. The poem “Disobedience,” for example, begins rhythmically:

James James
Morrison Morrison
Weatherby George Dupree
Took great
Care of his Mother,
Though he was only three.
James James
Said to his Mother,
‘Mother,’ he said, said he:
‘You must never go down to the end of town,
if you don’t go down with me.’

Mentor texts


Blackout poetry, created from discarded Gregor the Outlander


**Poet websites**

Jorge Argueta: jorgeargueta.com

Rebecca Kai Dotlich: rebeccakaidotlich.com

Douglas Florian: floriancafe.blogspot.com
Kristine O’Connell George: kristinegeorge.com
Nikki Grimes: nikkigrimes.com
Lee Bennett Hopkins: leebennetthopkins.com
Deborah Ruddell: deborahruddell.com
Joyce Sidman: joycesidman.com
Janet Wong, Poetry Suitcase: janetwong.com/poetry-suitcase

✦ Resources


CHAPTER 11  POETRY


Resource websites
National Education Association, Bringing Poetry to the Classroom, Grades K–5: z.umn.edu/wbr57.

Poem in Your Pocket Day: z.umn.edu/wbr58.

Concrete poems
Poetry Program

SESSION I
“Red Sings”

Preparation

**STEP 1:** Gather poetry books. Make sure to get a good, broad selection, such as *A Poke in the I, Talking Like the Rain, Rolling Harvey Down the Hill, Joyful Noise, Something Big Has Been Here, Little Dog Poems, A Full Moon Is Rising, Red Sings from Treetops, Hip Hop Speaks to Children: A Celebration of Poetry with a Beat,* and *Mammalabilia.* Include some rhyming picture books, such as *My Little Sister Ate One Hare* and *Maxi the Taxi Dog,* and some books in verse, like *My People* by Langston Hughes, *Yesterday I Had the Blues,* or a novel in verse, like Kwame Alexander’s *The Crossover.*

**STEP 2:** Choose a few poems that speak to you. Practice reading them aloud.

**STEP 3:** Choose a mentor text poem, like *Red Sings from Treetops.*

**STEP 4:** Create a prompt for the writers to finish. Select a color and a verb. Example: Blue swishes ... Yellow dances ...  

**STEP 5:** Create your own poem in that style.

The Workshop

**STEP 1:** Display various kinds of poetry books and talk about the different kinds of poetry.

**STEP 2:** Read one or two of your favorite poems aloud. Talk about rhymes. Call out words and ask children for rhyming words—e.g., call out “cat,” and the children will respond with mat, sat, at, pat, Nat, or bat. Talk about poems not always rhyming.

**STEP 3:** Read aloud a few poems from *Red Sings from Treetops,* including “Red sings.”

**STEP 4:** On chart paper or whiteboard, model writing a color poem using the example poem you have written and the prompt beginning with a color and a verb.

**STEP 5:** Read the poem aloud.

**STEP 6:** Give the children markers, crayons, and paper. Help with words or offer suggestions when writers seem stuck for ideas.

**STEP 7:** Children may want to read their poems aloud. Allow time for sharing.

**STEP 8:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.
Every year, the Academy of American Poets invites us to celebrate Poem in Your Pocket Day. This day is sparked by Beatrice Schenk de Regniers’ poem, “Keep A Poem In Your Pocket.” It begins: “Keep a poem in your pocket / And a picture in your head / And you’ll never feel lonely / At night when you’re in bed.”

**Preparation**

**STEP 1:** Gather poetry books. Make sure to get a good, broad selection, such as *A Poke in the I, Talking Like the Rain, Rolling Harvey Down the Hill, Meet Danitra Brown, Joyful Noise, Something Big Has Been Here, Little Dog Poems, Red Sings from Treetops,* and *Mammalabilia.* Include some rhyming picture books, such as *Little Blue Truck, My Little Sister Ate One Hare,* and *Maxi the Taxi Dog.*

**STEP 2:** Have Writing Boxes and 5” x 8” cards (colorful ones are nice) available.

**STEP 3:** Choose a few poems that speak to you. Practice reading them aloud.

**STEP 4:** Choose a mentor text poem—a poem you would keep in your pocket—and copy it on a colored 5” x 8” card.

**STEP 5:** Memorize “Keep a Poem in Your Pocket.”

**STEP 6:** Copy a few poems to hand out as examples.

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Recite “Keep a Poem in Your Pocket.”

**STEP 2:** Share the poetry books.

**STEP 3:** Ask each of children to select a poem that speaks to them and copy it on a 5” x 8” card. Each child will create two cards, one to keep and one to post for anyone to take on Poem in Your Pocket Day.

**STEP 4:** Have children practice reading aloud the poems they have chosen.

**STEP 5:** Pair kids up and have them ask each other if they have a poem in their pocket, then have them read their poems to each other.

**STEP 6:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 7:** Take a few minutes to share the poems.
I could create a whole book of poetry workshops! There are people who have. Look for books like Poetry Aloud Here! Sharing Poetry with Children in the Library, by Sylvia M. Vardell. Lee Bennett Hopkins has more than 100 poetry anthologies sharing thousands of poems.

Concrete poems. These are the simplest poems to make, with the words of the poem on the page creating a picture of the subject. Pick a topic, like dogs. What are the attributes of a dog? Wet nose, warm paws, wet tongue, soft fur, waggy tail. Using the words, create a quick picture of the dog. That is a concrete poem.

**Preparation**


**STEP 2:** Have Writing Boxes and heavy stock paper available.

**STEP 3:** Choose a few poems that speak to you. Practice reading them aloud.

**STEP 4:** Choose a mentor text poem.

**STEP 5:** Copy a few poems to hand out as examples.

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Show and recite a concrete poem

**STEP 2:** On chart paper, ask the children the attributes of a dog. Write each word on the chart paper in the shape of a dog silhouette. Example: the tail is formed with the words tail, wag, wag, wag.

**STEP 3:** Ask each of children to list words that will form an animal or object and then create their own concrete poem.

**STEP 4:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 5:** Take a few minutes to share the poems.
George Ella Lyon has published forty books for readers of all ages, including Educators Catalpa, an Appalachian Book of the Year; Come a Tide, a “Reading Rainbow” feature; and Borrowed Children, winner of the Golden Kite Award. She is best known for “Where I'm from,” a poem featured in the PBS series The United States of Poetry and used as a writing model by teachers around the world. This prompt can be used with children as young as eight years old. We can begin writing “Where I’m From” poems by listing words, phrases, colors, smells, memories, physical descriptions, tastes, sounds, feelings, family traditions, and places.

Select one or two of these things and finish the sentence: I’m from ....

**Preparation**

**STEP 1:** Gather memoir/first person books. Make sure to get a good, broad selection, such as The Cross-Over, by Kwame Alexander; Love That Dog, by Sharon Creech; This Same Sky, an anthology by Naomi Shihab Nye; and Brown Girl Dreaming, by Jacqueline Woodson.

**STEP 2:** Have Writing Boxes and paper available.

**STEP 3:** Read, reread, and read aloud “Where I’m from.” Practice reading it aloud.

**STEP 4:** Print out copies of “Where I’m from” for a mentor text. Print out the prompt on the top of the page to hand out to participants.

**STEP 5:** Write your own “Where I’m from” poem

**STEP 6:** Copy a few poems from the memoir mentor texts, like “A Girl Named Jack” from Brown Girl Dreaming.

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Read “Where I’m from” aloud.

**STEP 2:** On chart paper write, Where I’m from... and finish the sentence with your own words.

**STEP 3:** Ask participants how they would complete the sentence. Brainstorm a list of people, places, foods, sports, music, family sayings, etc., that have made you You. Like: I’m from snow, and cold, and sleet. I’m from warm wool blankets and wood fires. I’m from four sisters. I’m from ponds and crappies.

**STEP 4:** Hand out scrap paper for brainstorming.

**STEP 5:** Pass around mentor texts. Time to write.

**STEP 6:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind the children when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 7:** Take a few minutes to share the poems.
Where I’m From

GEORGE ELLA LYON

I am from clothespins, from Clorox and carbon-tetrachloride.
I am from the dirt under the back porch.
(Black, glistening it tasted like beets.)
I am from the forsythia bush
the Dutch elm whose long gone limbs I remember as if they were my own.

I am from fudge and eyeglasses, from Imogene and Alafair.
I’m from the know-it-alls and the pass-it-ons, from Perk up! and Pipe down!
I’m from He restoreth my soul with cottonball lamb and ten verses I can say myself.

I’m from Artemus and Billie’s Branch, fried corn and strong coffee.
From the finger my grandfather lost to the auger
the eye my father shut to keep his sight.

Under my bed was a dress box spilling old pictures.
a sift of lost faces to drift beneath my dreams.
I am from those moments — snapped before I budded — leaf-fall from the family tree.

(reprinted with permission of George Ella Lyon)
Do people even read newspapers anymore? They're so old-fashioned! Don't we get our news from TV shows, websites, and social media outlets? Isn't everything on the internet? Survey after survey during the last ten years, however, concludes that children and teens prefer physical print to electronic reading. Librarians know that competent readers who choose not to read (formerly referred to as reluctant readers) will read if given a choice of magazines, comics, and graphic novels.

We know that newspapers and magazines provide information in unexpected, serendipitous ways. As we browse the pages, a headline catches our interest and we read about lemurs in Madagascar. And they're low-tech—no Wi-Fi necessary. Paper and a writing implement are all we need to create our own newspaper.

Newspapers and magazines are the perfect format for high-interest short reads. Although common wisdom states that newspapers are written on a fifth-grade reading level, studies show that they range beyond this, to high-school-level writing. And we know that if the interest is there, young readers will stretch to meet the challenge. In addition, there are many periodicals created specifically for kids. In our library, for instance, we like to surround young readers with American Girl, National Geographic for Kids, Discovery, Ranger Rick, Cricket, Mad Magazine, and more.

For this version of the Writing Box workshop it’s good to plan ahead, collecting newspapers before the day of the workshop to use as mentor texts. (The one time I didn’t plan ahead, every single paper in NYC had front-page headlines trumpeting a sex scandal.)
Newspapers are also an excellent format for creative writing and assessment. Is a fifth- or sixth-grade class in your school studying the civil rights movement? Partner with the teacher for a research assignment gathering facts about a topic like the Woolworth counter sit-ins, and have students create the front page of a newspaper from that time. To start, ask them to think about point of view: whose story is being told? Who are the readers of this paper?

**Resources**


**A selection of recommended magazines**

*American Girl*: Informational text, stories, activities. American Girl Publishing Group; ages 7 and up.

*Ask: Arts and Sciences for Kids*: Puzzles, riddles, cartoons, and articles. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 7 and up.
**Babybug:** Boardbook-type pages. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 6 months to 2 years.

**Boys’ Life:** Games, jokes, and how-to articles. Boy Scouts of America, ages 8–17.

**ChickaDEE:** Informational content of puzzles, games, pictures and activities focused on animals and people. OwlKIDS.

**Chirp:** “The See and Do, Laugh and Learn Magazine.” Short stories, jokes, puzzles and other games. OwlKIDS; ages 6–9.

**Click:** Non-fiction articles, stories, cartoons, and activities. Cricket Publishing Group; preschool and early elementary.

**Cobblestone American History for Kids:** American history, with each issue focused on a specific topic such as the Civil Rights Movement or WWII. Back issues available. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 8 and up.

**Creative Kids: The National Voice for Kids:** One of the few magazines for children that includes stories, games, opinions, poetry, drawings, and more written by kids for kids. Prufrock Press; ages 8–14.

**Cricket:** The classic in the field; features children’s literature, poems, stories, articles, songs, crafts, and jokes. Contributors include some of the most award-winning and renowned illustrators and writers. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 8–12.

**Dig:** Archeology and earth science in single-focus thematic issues, with content often expressed in photographs and graphics. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 9–14.

**Faces: Peoples, Places and Cultures:** Explores the world through maps, photographs, news, and activities. Single-focus thematic issues on topics like Hong Kong, Argentina, and Greenland. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 9–14.

**High Five:** Encourages early childhood education skills through easy-reading and craft activities developed to share with parents and caregivers. Highlights Group; ages 2–6.

**Highlights for Children:** Childhood classic periodical, with poems, stories, puzzles, jokes, riddles, rebus stories, crafts, and hidden pictures. Highlights Group; ages 5–12.
**Kids Discover:** Factual information in single-topic issues; lavishly illustrated with high quality photographs and graphics. Themes include nature, science, and geography. Ages 8 and up.

**Ladybug:** Numerous learning activities, with a particular focus on reading and understanding. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 2–7.

**Magic Dragon:** One of the few periodicals that accept child-created submissions. Each issue contains writing prompts and “how-to” activities. Association for Encouragement of Children’s Creativity; elementary grades.

**Muse:** Informational articles about science, nature, poetry, and the arts. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 9–14. *(Odyssey Magazine for Kids has merged with Muse.)*

**National Geographic Kids:** High-interest, lushly illustrated magazine with a focus on geography, nature, exploration, and wildlife. The website includes links to stories, fun facts, games, and other activities. National Geographic Society; ages 8–14.

**New Moon: The Magazine for Girls and Their Dreams:** International magazine designed “for every girl who wants her voice heard and her dreams taken seriously.” Features girl editors and contributors from around the world, and includes stories, poems, artwork, personal profiles, and a variety of informational articles. Ages 8–14.

**OWLkids.com:** Aims to interest children in nature, science, and the world around them. Includes links to Chirp (ages 3–6), Chickadee (ages 6–9), and Owl (9–13), as well as parent resources.

**Plays: The Drama Magazine for Young People:** Monthly publication (October thru May); each issue includes 8–10 plays for elementary, middle, and high-school aged students.

**Ranger Rick:** Monthly magazine with colorful animal photos, funny drawings, and exciting stories that inform children about nature, outdoor adventure, and helping the environment. The online version of the magazine includes websites for homework help, monthly activities, games, sections for parents and teachers, and a sneak preview of the current issue. National Wildlife Federation; ages 7 and up.


**Skipping Stones: An International Multicultural Magazine:** A nonprofit children’s magazine, Skipping Stones provides a playful forum for sharing ideas and
experiences among children from different lands and backgrounds. The magazine accepts art and original writings in every language and from all ages. Non-English writings are accompanied by English translations. Each issue (five during a school year) also contains international pen pals, book reviews, news, and a guide for parents and teachers. More information and a sample issue are available on the magazine’s website. Ages 8–16.

**Spider:** Stories, articles, poems, drawings, cartoons, and letters, aimed at getting children interested in reading. Cricket Publishing Group; ages 6–9.

**Sports Illustrated for Kids:** Monthly magazine for elementary age children; includes interviews with sports heroes, comics, and action photos. Web version contains interactive features.

**Stone Soup:** International magazine written and illustrated by children ages 8–13.

**Time for Kids:** Weekly print magazine with teacher’s guides; website features news, games, and activities, as well as sections for teachers and parents.

**Zoobooks:** Animal-focused magazines from Ranger Rick, with stories, games, and other activities. Includes *Zookies* (ages 0–3), *Zootles* (ages 3–6), *Zoobooks* (ages 6–12), and *Zoodinos* (ages 5 and up). National Wildlife Federation.
Preparation

**STEP 1:** Gather newspapers, such as *The New York Times, USA Today,* local daily papers, and the library newsletter. And gather books about newspapers, such as *The Furry News.*

**STEP 2:** Using an 8 ½” x 14” or 11” x 17” piece of paper folded in half, create your own tabloid newspaper. Use fine-point and thick markers to achieve the multi-typeface look. Remember to include all the different sections: the masthead, the lead story with a headline, advertisements, comics, sports, local news, announcements, entertainment, etc.

**STEP 3:** Reproduce your example newspaper.

**STEP 4:** Check Writing Box supplies.

The Workshop

**STEP 1:** Display the different kinds of newspapers and talk about their different sections. Ask the kids if they read any papers and, if they do, which ones.

**STEP 2:** Show them your homemade newspaper and describe the different sections. Read one of the articles aloud. Talk about what an interview is and show how what a person says is placed inside quotations.

**STEP 3:** On chart paper or whiteboard, crowdsource a front page as a group. Choose a name for the newspaper—for instance, *Library Times.* Draw a big square to have space for a picture. Create a headline: “Spike the Dragon Lizard Missing from the 4/5s Classroom.” Write the lead paragraph together.

**STEP 4:** Give the children markers, crayons, and paper. Help with words or offer suggestions when writers seem stuck for ideas.

**STEP 5:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 6:** Take a few minutes to share the work.
When we think about writing prompts, we often neglect to consider informational texts, which I define as any piece of writing conveying factual information. This includes facts about our natural world, cultural information, and biographical information, as well as do-it-yourself procedural information. In the programs described so far, the content of the writing may be either informational or fictional. A map of a real neighborhood can be created at the same table as a map of a land where unicorns that fart rainbows reside. A librarian might offer a program focused on science, technology, engineering, or math (STEM) topics, or a topic that includes art as well (STEAM), like storyboards or comics.

For resistant readers of any gender, informational books are high-interest reading materials.\(^1\) If we generously define “research” as an investigation of a subject in order to uncover facts, a Writing Box session or series of sessions can be devoted to informational investigations and the writing up of the results.

The Writing Box program is adaptable to any topic or investigation that supports a writing practice.

Let’s walk through the creation of a sixty-minute writing workshop. This is one I call Fact-Checking. It can be adapted for all kinds of books—historical fiction, adventure stories, animal books, or biographies.

Suppose that the topic is bees, and the writers are in first through fifth grade. Perhaps the librarian is partnering with a fourth-grade classroom teacher to help build skills in the common core segment CCSS RI.4.9:

---

Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in order to write or speak about the subject knowledgeably.

**Mentor texts**

**Books about bees**


Riggs, Kate. 2013. *Bee*. Mankato, MN: Creative Education.


And books about bugs


A list of informational books for this kind of workshop can be found on the website of The Bank Street College of Education (bankstreet.edu). The Cook Prize winners are all picture books that lend themselves to research and fact checking. Samples here are from *The Honeybee Man*, a book on that list.


✦ Resources


**Websites**

East African Network for Taxonomy (BioNet-EAFRINET), with fact sheets on the bees of East Africa: z.umn.edu/wbr72.

Clay Bolt, Beautiful Bees: beautifulbees.org

bumblebee.org

discoverlife.org

Encyclopedia of Life: eol.org

Great Sunflower Project: greatsunflower.org

Heather Holmes, Pollinators of Native Plants: pollinatorsnativeplants.com

Iowa State University, Department of Entomology: Bug Guide, bugguide.net

USDA Forest Service: z.umn.edu/wbr73

Wikipedia (search bee species or genus name)

Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation: xerces.org
Honeybees do a dance.

Honeybees wave their wings to make the honey.

Wax holds and covers honey.

One queen bee per hive.

Each hive has one queen bee.

All hives have lots of workers.

Bees have long tongues to get the nectar from flowers.

Fact-checking
Fact-Checking: How to find a fact in an informational book

**TOPIC:** Bees do a dance to talk to each other.

**STEP 1:** Select a book on bees or insects.

**STEP 2:** Go to the back of the book to the index; the index is in alphabetical order by topic.

**STEP 3:** If an insect book, look for Bees, 18, 22, 40 (the numbers are the page numbers to go to for information). Or Bees, dances, 18, honey, 22, pollinators, 40.

**STEP 4:** Turn to the pages to see if the information agrees or disagrees with the information from the mentor text.

**STEP 5:** Write down the exact language in quotes and the source of the supporting information. Include the title, the author, the publisher, and the date published. Example: “Bees communicate in the hive using the waggle dance.” *The Bee Book* by Charlotte Milner, DK Children, 2018.

**STEP 6:** Find at least three sources to corroborate the original fact. Websites can be used, but pre-screen them for authority.
**Writing Boxes**

**Fact-Checking Program**

**Preparation**
**Step 1:** Gather books that include facts about bees. They can be poetry books, picture books, and field guides to insects and bees.

**Step 2:** Select a picture book title to read aloud. I’ve used *The Honeybee Man*, by Lela Nargi, as well as Doug Florian’s *UnBEElievables: Honeybee Poems and Paintings*.

**Step 3:** As preparation to the program, read the title and identify facts that may come up in discussion. If the writers don’t offer any facts or are shy, you might prompt with “How do we know there’s a queen bee?” Illustrated informational picture books like *About Bees*, by Cathryn Sill, can also be prompts for a fact-checking workshop.

**The Workshop**
**Step 1:** Read the book aloud.

**Step 2:** Solicit facts gleaned from the text, and write them out on chart paper. You may have to start with an observation of your own to model. Then lead a five-minute discussion around the question “How do we know something is true?”

**Step 3:** Define fact-checking. The goal is to prove something is true by looking in other sources for confirmation. If the group contains children of ages nine and up, you might include information about the authority of the writer. And you can point out parts of a field guide, including the index and table of contents.

**Step 4:** Model how to find a fact in an informational book.

**Step 5:** Divide children into groups of three or four and hand out bee books and field guides. If you have access to computers or technology, provide database links for fact-finding.

**Step 6:** Give the group 15–20 minutes to find the facts, assigning one fact per group or letting the writers choose. They can write the facts on sticky notes or bookmark the page where the fact was found.

**Step 7:** Regroup, and solicit the confirmed facts. Model the importance of noting the book page information for each fact.

**Step 8:** Ask “How did the research process go? What it easy or hard? Were there any surprises?” A technique for this discussion can include KWL: What did I know? What did I want to know? What did I learn?

**Step 9:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area, put away supplies, and put the books back onto the shelving cart.

**Step 10:** Take a few minutes to allow children to select informational books of interest or share their findings.
When I was a brand-new librarian at the Brooklyn Public Library Central Children’s room, Saturdays were extraordinarily busy. The back-to-back reference desks faced lines of people more than 50 feet long, and we helped them, with no breaks, from 10 to 5. What I recall most was one particular kind of request: a child around six or seven years old would ask for an autobiography for a homework assignment. You mean a biography, I would authoritatively correct. No, they would say, an autobiography. A book about a real person written by the person it is about.

Twenty-five years ago that request was a real stumper. Most autobiographies are not written at a first- and second-grade reading level.

It wasn’t until I was hired as the children’s librarian at the Bank Street College of Education that I understood what was going on.

Children were encouraged to write as they were learning to read. One of the prompts for the writing practice was finishing sentences like:

- When I was little I liked...
- When I was little I hated...
- When I was little, the best thing that happened was...

Teachers were assigning mentor texts to be read aloud at home or to bring to school.

Fortunately, there are now more and more picture books that fit that request. They are memoirs. A slice of a person’s life. A memory.
A memoir is made up of memories.

Brainstorming: The brainstorming activity is to make a list of words and phrases that describe memories. Let go of judgement. Let go of opinions. Write the first words that come to mind when completing the following prompt.

- I will always remember:
- I will always remember:
- I will always remember:
- I will always remember:
- I will always remember:
- I will always remember: how scared I was of sounds in the hallway
- I will always remember: there was nowhere safe
- I will always remember: saying I will never forget
- I will always remember: laying my head on my best friend’s dog’s chest and breathing
- I will always remember: Looking for Matlack’s grave.

† **Mentor texts**


✦ Resources


**Preparation**


**STEP 2:** Choose a piece of memoir to read aloud. Using the “I will always remember” brainstorming questions, find a memory to write about. Using the cartoon frame template, tell one short memory using stick figures to illustrate.

**STEP 3:** Reproduce your example to give to attendees.

**STEP 4:** Check Writing Box supplies.

---

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Display the mentor texts and define memoir.

**STEP 2:** Read selected memoir text aloud.

**STEP 3:** Show attendees your own memoir cartoon and describe how you made it.

**STEP 4:** On chart paper or whiteboard, ask the attendees to answer the “I remember” prompt or the “when I was little prompt” Sketch the fragment with stick figures.

**STEP 5:** Give the children markers, crayons, and paper. Help with words or offer suggestions when writers seem stuck for ideas.

**STEP 6:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 7:** Take a few minutes to share the work.
This program uses simple prompts to spark a thought that can grow into a longer piece of writing. All the Way to America is a family story prompt. We ask the writers, “What is passed down in your family?” With Bubba and Beau, “Did you have a comfort object when you were younger? What was it? Do you still have it?” With What Animals Really Like, we ask “What do people think you like? What do you really like best?”

**Preparation**

**STEP 1:** Gather mentor texts, such as the What Animals Really Like Best by Fiona Robinson, All the Way to America by Dan Yaccarino, and Bubba and Beau: Best Friends by Kathy Appelt.

**STEP 2:** Choose one picture book to read aloud.

**STEP 3:** Create an example. I might, for instance, describe the little pillow that I had my whole life and brought with me to college and on my honeymoon. Reproduce your example to give to attendees.

**STEP 4:** Check Writing Box supplies.

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Display the mentor texts and define memoir.

**STEP 2:** Read Bubba and Beau aloud.

**STEP 3:** Ask attendees if they had any comfort objects to write about.

**STEP 4:** Read your example aloud and draw a quick sketch of it.

**STEP 5:** Give the children markers, crayons, and paper. Help with words or offer suggestions when writers seem stuck for ideas.

**STEP 6:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 7:** Take a few minutes to share the work.
For me it is sometimes impossible to select one theme. Would this be a poetry response? Would it be cartoons? Why can’t it be both?

Just as librarians emphasise the importance of self-selection of titles to read, the Writing Boxes program encourages self-selection in writing formats. These “containers” for writing—cartooning, mapping, poetry, and so on—, and so on—can be sparks to writing practice. We provide the materials and format, then let go.

When I am selecting mentor texts, often a title is suitable for more than one writing response.

An example of this would be memoir. I might, for example, read aloud *Bubba and Beau: Best Friends* by Kathy Appelt, illustrated by Arthur Howard. This picture book about a baby and a puppy and their favorite pink blankie is the perfect prompt for workshop participants to remember their own beloved comfort objects, like a stuffed platypus. We can then list the attributes of Patty on chart paper:

- Patty was/is a dark cherry color.
- Patty has a duck bill.
- Patty is shaped like a three-pound avocado.
- Patty was as long as my arm when I was four-years-old.
- Patty’s head fit right under my chin when I went to bed.
- I liked to chew on his front feet.

I can create a cartoon that has one of these statements and a picture in each square.
We might also start with a memoir prompt like “Where I’m from,” and that can become a memoir cartoon. A mentor text for this would be *Hey, Kiddo*, written and illustrated by Jarrett J. Krosoczka.

Best selling graphic artist Raina Telgemeier (*The Baby Sitters Club, Smile, Drama, Sisters*) created a guide for anyone who wishes to write their memoir in comic format. In *Share Your Smile: Raina’s Guide to Telling Your Own Story*, Ms. Telgemeier provides suggested writing prompts like looking through family photographs, and talks about jotting down our own memories. The book contains practice pages for drawing your family members along with cartoon templates. Just as we do in the Writing Box sessions, Telgemeier shows how she would draw and write her travel story from her own childhood.

**A recent public program**

For the 50th anniversary of the moon landing, I was asked to do an evening pajama party read aloud. I didn’t know the ages of the participants in advance. The session was one hour long. I gathered mentor texts: poetry like *Moon Have You Met My Mother*, by Karla Kuskin; picture books like Kevin Henkes’ *Kitten’s First Full Moon*, *A Kite For Moon* by Jane Yolen and Heidi Stemple, and Grace Lin’s *Big Mooncake for Little Star*; story collections like *Thirteen Moons on Turtles Back* by Joseph Bruchac; and informational books like Brian Floca’s *Moonshot* and *Moon! Earth’s Best Friend* by Stacy McAnult. I displayed factual texts, books about the planets and the solar system, and a richly illustrated, oversized volume titled *Planetarium*. And I provided Writing Boxes and postcard templates for a writing response after the read alouds.

We had over 300 attendees who were scheduled in two sessions, at 7:00 pm and 8:00 pm. In each session, I read aloud for half an hour, then we wrote poems and
postcards; three young participants spent that time fact checking in the reference books.

HeartMaps

In *Heart Maps*, Georgia Heard shares 20 unique, multi-genre heart maps to help writers, young and old, write from the heart. Suggested formats include the First Time Heart Map, the Family Quilt Heart Map, and the People I Admire Heart Map. Heard’s clear, concise instructions and inspiring prompts help the writing mentor librarian produce a workshop that will facilitate authentic writing. Heart Maps are the perfect activity for intergenerational programming, helping families share stories.

With Heard’s permission, I am sharing this uniquely creative process. For my example, I first brainstormed from the “where I’m from” prompt, thinking about struggles of my childhood and young adulthood. Then I thought about where I am now. Here is my heart map.

Zines

Zines are also included in the chapter on newspapers and zines, and in the publishing chapter. Zines are generally defined as self-published, small print-run publications. Often, zines are written by and for a community whose members are enthusiasts of a certain subject or literary genre.

All you need for a zine is paper, a copy machine, and a stapler. (May I suggest the Bostitch No-Jam Booklet Stapler.)

Jenna Freedman is a librarian, zine maker, and zine librarian who manages the zine collections at Barnard College Library in New York City. In *Zine Librarian Zine: DYI-IYL, Do it Yourself in Your Library*, she describes how to catalog and preserve a zine collection—helpful information not only for creating a collection of mentor texts for program participants, but for pitching a collection to administrators. This zine was edited by Rachel Murphy, Jenna Freedman and Alycia Sellie, with the blessing of the original Zine Librarian Zine-ster, Greig Means. The cover is designed by Torie Quiñonez.
Combining & Building on Workshops

PROMPTS

- A letter to a friend from a previous neighborhood containing a map of the new neighborhood.
- A text message to Dad to containing the grocery list for the birthday cake.
- A letter to a fictional character with information they’ll need for their journey.
- A thank you note to an author whose books you love.
- A letter in a secret code.
- A letter with a recipe someone else gave you.
Zines can be also memoirs in comic format, like *Chronic Illness Grrl #1: Origin Story*, by Katie Tastrom. Or a librarian might partner with a classroom teacher—like a health teacher—for a research project. JC Parker, an eighteen-year-old from D.C., created *Tributaries #4: An intro to arthritis in youth* using factual information illustrated with out-of-copyright images digitized from the National Library of Medicine.

In combining workshops, it’s easy to see how a class collections of poems or recipes or cartoons or informational text about butterflies can be transformed into a zine, perhaps in a bookmaking workshop, a culminating subject project, or as part of an out-of-school makerspace program. We might, for instance, look at the informational mentor texts about bees and create a new publication, like *The Flower Lovers: a little zine about pollinators, No.1: Twelve Wild Bees*.

The community of writers in a library may also wish to create a zine, with the mentor-librarian giving format guidance and suggestions about previous themes that could provide the content, including informational writing, cartoons, and poetry. The Phoenix Public Library, for instance, facilitates the creation of a teen zine, *Create!zine*—a publication by teens for teens in the Phoenix area that gives teens the opportunity to be published and to contribute to the arts in Phoenix.

✦ Resources

Arnold, Chloe. A Brief History of Zines. z.umn.edu/wbr60.


Parker, J. C. 2014. *Tributaries #4: An intro to arthritis in youth*.


It is better to be brave than to be perfect.

Any Me I WANT To Be POEM by KARLA KUSKIN

"Who are you?"
"I'm the moon,"
"And I sit in my spot
top of the sky
Near a secretive smile,
Have a polished grace,
Listening.
"I'm the moon.
"Watching one step
Since time was begun.
For you..."
Did you ever ask a teen “What are you reading for fun?” and hear them say “I have no time for reading.” Breaks my heart.

That goes double for writing. Self-selecting writing as a leisure activity seems pretty rare. Yet any time that I have provided Writing Boxes and prompts for an event, young adults are drawn to the supplies like flies to honey, like ants to a picnic, like me to a puppy.

Teens are expected to write competently and confidently. And they do, on their devices, in emoji shorthand and text speak.

In their academic world, their writing is constantly judged and found wanting. The revision process is boring and painful.

Writing Boxes for young adults in libraries provide a non-judgemental possibility to shake free from perfection paralysis. Mentor texts and librarian-created examples provide a window into doability. An understanding that these teens “have something to say.” An opportunity to say “I can do this.” “I am good at this.” Practice builds competence. Competence builds confidence. Writing Boxes programs facilitate these growth processes.

All of the writing exercises described in this book can be scaled up for young adult participants.

I recently presented two days of professional development workshops on mentoring writers in school libraries. Day one was focused on elementary, with a few schools being K–8, while day two was focussed on high school library service. Each presentation was very much the same, yet very different.
The same? Each group needs the following. (Forgive the repetition, but these points bear repeating.)

- A topic of exploration
- A theme for the writing
- A selection of mentor texts
- Librarian-made example
- Writing Box and supplies
- A non-judgemental space.
- Time to write
- Time to reflect and share

Different? For the high schoolers, I needed to think about adolescent social, emotional, and intellectual development, adapting my selection of mentor texts to address these issues as well as looking at how the Writing Boxes in practice provide space for both critical thinking and communication skills. And I talked about creating workshops that align with personal objectives—writing college application essays, resume writing and cover letters, public speaking, and zines.

Working with teens also gives the writing mentor librarian the opportunity to go deeper into each of the topics.

**What do I need to know to scale up?**

What is my understanding of what a teen is? Am I thinking about 13-year-olds or 16-year-olds? Developmentally and socially, these two are very different creatures. Is a teenager in Roseville, Minnesota different from one in Brooklyn, NY? Do I change my programming to meet the individual needs of different communities? Do I have an understanding of teen growth and development, and do I use that knowledge to plan, provide, and evaluate library resources, programs,
and services that meet the multiple needs of teens? Do I ask for help in understanding culture and languages that are not my own?

**Thinking about teen services and writing**

There are times that youth services librarians find themselves serving age groupings that aren’t in their comfort zones. Sometimes this means moving from elementary aged programming to teen programming, due to staff shortages, reorganizations, and coverage. The Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) provides extensive resources for serving this population of library users. They provide a checklist of competencies—what a librarian needs to know to be successful, including how to identify developmentally appropriate materials, how to engage with the community, and how create a culturally respectful environment and ensure access to all.

**Example: scaling up “recipes & menus”**

Ellen Frank Bayer is the school librarian at Flushing High School in New York City. She has provided a writing program for her students that includes all of these elements, and I’ve reproduced it here with her permission.

**The participants**

The participants were students in the library’s “books with bite” club. Bayer also coordinated with the leadership class.

**The preparation**

Ms. Bayer selected mentor texts to read aloud to her participants, and partnered with Amber Loveless, a librarian from the Queens Public Library, who visited the group and read excerpts from the cookbook, *Indian(ish)* by Priya Krishna. Ms. Bayer also created a writing sample describing her own childhood memories of her mom baking honey cake from her grandmother’s recipe.

**Introduction**

Ms. Bayer first read pages 134–137 from Shelley Pearsall’s *All of the Above*, then reviewed the process of citing sources.

**The prompt**

- Share and jot: what are three foods you like to eat?
- Choose a food or dish that reminds you of home, and expand it into a family memory. What memories are brought about when you eat the food? (Write 50–100 words.)
- Find a recipe online or in a cookbook to adapt and reproduce.

**The outcome**

A book of recipes, each including a short essay—a snapshot memoir.
My Mom’s Honey Cake

My Mom, Gladys Reznik Frank, made this honey cake for the Jewish New Year and shared it with her family. It was my Grandmother’s recipe and always took my mom back to the times when she lived with her family in Bensonhurst.

When I was going to school in Boston, my Mom made me bring it back to share with my great aunt, Ethel, my grandmother’s sister, who happened to live a block away from me. My aunt shared with me that it wasn’t really her favorite cake but she loved getting it, just to keep the memories alive.

My mother also baked the cake and shared it with my uncle Sidney, who also loved to eat it, even though it contained a lot of honey and really wasn’t good for him.

On sad occasions, the cake was made too. We brought it to the cemetery to eat after the unveiling of my Uncle Nussie’s tombstone.

My Mom died in 2009 but I still make it each year to celebrate the Jewish New Year. The sweet smell fills my kitchen and brings my Mom close to me.

My Uncle Sidney, my mom’s last remaining brother, died in 2015. The cake lives on. I mailed it to my aunt just this past October. Memories of the Reznik clan will live on through the delicious sweet heavy dark brown honey cake.

**Ingredients**

- 5 eggs
- 2 cups sugar
- 1 lb. honey (can also substitute 8 ounces of honey and one banana)
- 2 heaping tablespoons of Crisco or Spry
- 1 lemon grated with rind
- 1 orange grated with rind
- 2 teaspoons cinnamon
- ¼ cup raisins
- 1 walnut
- 1 cup hot coffee
- 1 flat teaspoon baking soda (put baking soda into hot coffee)
- 4 cups flour
- 2 teaspoons baking powder

**Directions**

1. Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Prepare a large pan (8 x 11).
2. Beat sugar with shortening for five minutes until it is creamy.
3. Add orange and lemon.
4. Add eggs one at a time, beating after each addition.
5. Slowly add coffee, with baking soda already added, into the batter.
6. Add honey and cinnamon.
7. Add flour, baking powder, and one walnut. Batter will be very thick.
8. Pour into prepared pan.
9. Blanch the almonds (take skin off).
10. Place almonds gently on top of the cake right before you put it into the oven.
11. Bake for one hour.

*This recipe comes from Ellen’s grandmother, Belle Reznik Frank.*
My Mom’s Pulao

ADIBA

Pulao, a cultural dish from India and its surrounding countries, is a dish that always indicates celebration. From a young age, it created an aura of ingredients such as elaics, garlic, onion, and chilies that wafted through the house, and it informed me that a special occasion was at bay. It was and still is a popular dish to serve, come the time of Eid, a religious celebration, to congratulate us for fasting during the time of Ramadan. It can be eaten with eggs, chicken, beef or salads. It was a large dish to make so I couldn’t necessarily help out in the kitchen, but watching my mother throw together all the ingredients and work her cooking magic was a mesmerizing thing to spectate.

INGREDIENTS
4 ½ cups Basmati rice
6 cups water
vegetable oil
2 onions
2 tablespoons ground cumin
1 teaspoons garlic powder
2-inch pieces of cinnamon stick
4 cloves garlic
1 teaspoon ground ginger
10 cardamom seeds
2 teaspoons salt
½ teaspoon saffron threads or turmeric

DIRECTIONS
1. Fry onion and garlic in oil.
2. Season with cinnamon sticks, garlic, cumin, ginger, salt and crushed cardamom.
3. Add 6 cups of water to pot.
4. Add rice to pot.
5. Boil rice with the spices for about 20 minutes. If using saffron threads, put threads in boiling water to steep, add the water which was flavored to the pot.

Text from student of Ellen Bayer, School Librarian, Flushing High School, NYC. Writing response, “Books with bite.”


The mentor texts
Ms. Bayer provided a variety of mentor texts including cookbooks, websites, and a newspaper article from The Washington Post titled “We asked ambassadors where they eat when they’re homesick....” Ambassadors from around the world wrote about foods that reminded them of home. The Irish ambassador, Daniel Mulhall, recalled his courtship of his wife when they both lived in India. In Washington, DC, they enjoy having dinner at a restaurant, Rasika. “I’ll order a chicken dish, prawn for her; we enjoy the cucumber raita and fall in love again.”

The South Korean ambassador, Cho Yoon-je wrote, “Naengmyeon. What would summer be without this dish? Chewy noodles in a slushy broth that’s tangy and a little sweet; there’s nothing more refreshing on a hot day, especially when it’s served with a slice of Asian pear. And yuk gae jang. It may not be one of Korea’s most famous soups, but I used to eat it all the time when I was a student. Shredded beef and vegetables make it as nutritious as it is delicious, and the broth is so spicy you can’t stop eating it, lest the heat catch up and overwhelm you. In the summer, Koreans like to say you should ‘fight fire with fire,’ and there are few soups better suited to that task than yuk gae jang.”

On reflection and revision
Ms. Bayer asked her participants to share what they had written with their friends. She also asked them to reflect on their pieces: What images do you see in your mind when you read the piece. Is it descriptive? How can you improve the writing?
826
You’ll find more about 826 National in the next chapter. For scaling up to older ages, I look to the work of the participants at 826 Minneapolis, AKA the Mid-Continent Oceanographic Institute (MOI), which provides a safe space for after-school writing, field trips for school classes to immerse themselves in the creative writing process, and the embedding of staff and volunteers into schools to facilitate writing as part of the classroom practice.

The two “Where I’m From” poems included in this chapter are products of the 826 Minneapolis embedding classroom program. The volunteers and teachers encourage writing from the heart, along with revising for publication. The program supports the classroom teachers as they guide their young adults in gaining the literacy skills needed to succeed in this world. For these teens, reading and writing skills are by-products of a creative process where adults are truly listening and caring about what they have to say.

Indigenous Originated
Just published in Spring of 2019, Indigenous Originated: Walking in Two Worlds is an anthology of youth voices by 9th and 10th grade All Nations students from South High in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Produced by MOI as a culminating project, the book is a perfect mentor text for young adults, providing them an opportunity to see their own lives reflected in poetry and prose. The book gives voice to marginalized populations and honors their lived experiences.

Indigenous Originated is a professional development treasure trove. The appendix contains writing prompts that ask writers to explore moments of othering, the capacity of the creative writing process to change how we see ourselves in the world, and the ways in which confident and competent written words can empower a community.

Mentor texts for teens
Every book I read and love makes me think “Wow, that would make a great mentor text for writing.” Here are some recent ones.

Ross Gay’s Book Of Delights, an adult book, is a collection of short essays about how important it is to be observant about the many items, moments, kindnesses, words, and ideas that may delight in this finite life we lead. And to write about them. So I did; I’ve included my piece here.

Finding Delight
It was a Saturday morning at 7:30 am and already I was having a crappy day.

The temperature had dropped from 60 degrees to 40, high winds and rain.

Each joint in my body felt like it was on fire.

I told a friend I would meet her at church and then we would go for coffee.

As I was walking up the sidewalk to the church door,

I am sure I was scowling. I remembered that I was supposed to find a delight.

Well, the rain stopped. That was something. But not really delightful.

Then I saw a movement out of the corner of my eye.

A tree about 50 feet away had bloomed apple blossoms. Pinkish red, and they were moving, shaking but it wasn’t the wind.

The tree branches were heavy with birds who took refuge from the wind and the rain sheltered by the spring green leaves.

Looking closer they were tiny yellow finches, flapping their wings, jostling the thin branches that they gripped in their claws.

Okay I thought.

This is a delight.
I am from where the rice is grown,
The weather is fresh, under the feet.
I’m from under a leaf, blanket, and covers,
Smiling face and fire burnt the candle.
I’m from where birds flew away to settle.
Like a seed under soil that needs water.
I’m from this little hand can pray,
And faith leads us like water.

I’m from houses, not a home, and crawling with feeling.
I’m from eight lives, eight minds,
Eight hearts and smiles.
I’m from “don’t sing while you eat”
or the tiger eats you.
I’m from the wind singing, leaf dancing,
And “things don’t last forever.”

I’m From under a roof but not under a roof,
And even permanent marker doesn’t last.
I am from Hill Tribe house, made of bamboo,
Dirt, leaves and smoke flying.
I’m from spicy food, wheat fields, green forest,
And strong root.

I’m from looking up at the moon, wishing on a star,
And moving on.

My family is like a watered flower.
When the flower is grown it becomes lovely, beautiful,
And it feels special like a dead tree is still growing.
We are a blast of brightness,
To know it is a blessing of God,
Whether we are close or far,
We are a family in love like moon and star love each other.
Big Ideas for Curious Minds is a collaboration of illustrator Anna Doherty, designer Katie Kerr, and publishing manager Srijana Gurung, who together have created an accessible compendium of things to think about. The contents page is a who’s who of well-known philosophers, and the book has a joyful vein running through some pretty serious ideas. In particular, take a look at “Know Yourself, with Socrates,” “Learn to Say What’s on Your Mind, with Ludwig Wittgenstein,” “When Someone Is Angry, Maybe It’s Not You Who Is Responsible, with Ibn Sina,” and “People Are Unhappy, Not Mean, with Zera Yacob.” That last one struck me hard. Hmm. What a good prompt. The publisher has given me permission to reproduce that one here.

Dan Brown’s Unwanted: Stories of Syrian Refugees, an award-winning informational book, is an important, timely, and eye-opening exploration of the ongoing Syrian refugee crisis. The graphic format suggests it as a mentor text for combining research and comics workshops. Because of the timeliness of subject matter, it is also the perfect mentor text for fact-checking and intertextual connections using newspapers, websites, and journals.

My library received a donated copy of Griffin and Sabine: An Extraordinary Correspondence. This romantic mystery novel told in the form of letter has inspired a lifetime of postcard writing. While certainly not a children’s book, it’s a perfect mentor text for teens.

The book I keep returning to is We Rise, We Resist, We Raise Our Voices, an anthology of essays, poetry, art, and song edited by Wade Hudson and Cheryl Willis Hudson. It includes a letter from Jacqueline Woodson urging her children when they go out into the world to be safe, be kind. What kind of letter would we write to our future children? What kind of letter do we wish someone had written to us?

Partnering with subject teachers
Every teachable moment, I think, can be improved by putting it through the Writing Box process.

We know, for instance, that we learn concepts more deeply when called upon to teach them. Why not partner with a biology instructor, asking students to make picture books explaining the concepts they are learning? Gayatri Narayanan
was taking a biology class and as an independent study wanted to create a picture book on photosynthesis. The goal was not only to understand photosynthesis itself, but to evaluate the mentor texts, and to experience the creative process of the picture book and the uniqueness of its format for conveying information.

I recommended informational mentor texts like Molly Bang’s *My Light* and online resources like *Balloons Over Broadway*, *Melissa Sweet*, and *the Engineering of a Picture Book*, a digital resource on how a picture book is made.

The recommendations were mine, the annotations are Gayatri’s.

1. Kramrisch, Stella, and Praful C. Patel. 2007. *The Presence of Siva*. Motiala Banarsidass. Kramrisch draws on the Vedas, the primary religious texts in Hinduism, as her sources and makes their ideas accessible in English and to a novice in Hindu philosophy. The central idea of female energy and the opening prose in *Sunrise* is based on the story of Parvathy as Prakriti (the female energy) as told in *The Presence of Siva*. 

3. Groves, Julia. *Rainforest*. 2017. Swindon, UK: Child’s Play Ltd.. The end note on the Amazon rainforest in Julia Grove’s *Rainforest* was the basis for the end note on photosynthesis in *Sunrise*. The notes give the reader a chance to look back at the book and connect information with the illustrations.


5. Pringle, Lawrence and Henderson, Meryl. 2017. *Spiders! Strange and Wonderful*. Honesdale, Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press. The book *Spiders!* provided a good reference for the use of watercolour to create scientifically detailed and accurate images. The medium chosen for *Sunrise* is watercolour, and so *Spiders!* was used to inform the level of detail, play of light/shadows with plants and insects, and show the progression of events in nature as in the fruiting of the orange trees.

6. Bogan, Carmen and Cooper, Floyd. *Where’s Rodney?* 2017. Dream on Publishing. The illustrations in *Where’s Rodney?* use the entire page and show how text can be placed within the image to make the reading and understanding of the story flow smoothly, and how different amounts of text can be used at different places in the story to give the necessary amount of detail.

7. Martin, Jacqueline and McGehee, Claudia. 2017. *Creekfinding*. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. *Creekfinding* showed how conversational prose can be injected with detailed information, as it tells a story from the third person while describing the features of the creek. The layout of the
Honor teens where they are. It’s crucial to provide a non-judgmental writing space.

Honor Privacy. Everyone has the right not to share. Writing is a powerful tool for expression, but also for processing privately.

REMEMBER

prose was variable according to the information and its specificity to the image.

Mentor texts


**Resources**

826digital, with prompts, lesson plans, and inspiration: 826digital.com.
Food memories

Name __________________________________________________________ Date

Memory of

Writing prompts

Food memories: What do you eat when you miss home?

Free write: Use one of the following sentence starters or write your own paragraph about food memories (60-word minimum). Write answer on looseleaf paper.

My favorite food memory is:

The

reminds me of

When I entered my home and saw the ingredients on the table I knew

was making

because

Sample model by I.L. (student)
“My favorite food memory is when my auntie was baking a cake and it was vanilla with chocolate frosting. She put it in the oven and all you can smell in the house was the cake. In that moment whenever my auntie was going to make a cake I would go over to help and just smell the cake throughout the house.”
**Meanness and Unhappiness**

Write down a list of the people who are mean to you. Then write why you think they might be unhappy. How might their meanness and unhappiness be related?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person Who Is Being Mean</th>
<th>Reasons Why They Might Be Unhappy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

From Big Ideas for Curious Minds: An Introduction to Philosophy. Used with permission.
Sharing our work

What now? Teachers are partnering with librarians to create safe spaces to read, write, and share. Paper, pencils, markers, and mentor texts are readily available. Kids of all ages are writing. Writers are creating poetry and newspapers, writing family recipes and sending postcards, making cartoons and mapping imaginary lands. We’re reading, and we’re excited about writing.

At one time, I did think that the writing was enough. I was a convert to the “process, not product” school of thought, in which the journey was the most important part of writing. I read everything I could find about teaching creative writing and about the whole language movement. But as I developed and conducted writing workshops, I discovered that writers were eager to share their work. This sharing had become an essential element of the Writing Box experience.

We know children understand that writing is a way to communicate. At an early age, they can communicate by writing and/or dictating lists, menus, letters, and labels. Social media is all about communication and validation, which often comes easily, such as by getting “likes” on a Facebook page. On the other hand, some young writers have never had positive attention paid to their creative and informational writing.

826

It was with my volunteer work with 826 Minneapolis that I internalized the importance of publishing the work of young writers.

---

Dave Eggers, the publisher of McSweeney’s, had many friends and family members who were teachers, and who told him that many of the issues with illiteracy and achievement gaps could be addressed and in part resolved by providing one-on-one attention to struggling learners. The 826 model developed from an after-school drop-in homework-help program into one encouraging adult volunteers to drop in for two hours whenever they could. I can attest to the transformative power of this simple program for creating and sharing the written word.

826 National arose from a tutoring center called 826 Valencia, named after its street address in the heart of San Francisco’s Mission District. 826 Valencia opened on April 8, 2002, and consists of a writing lab—a street-front, student-friendly, retail pirate supply store (that sells scurvy water and captain’s logs) in the front that partially funds the programs—and three satellite classrooms in nearby elementary, middle, and high schools.

The Wallace Foundation’s *Something to Say: Success Principles for Afterschool Arts Programs from Urban Youth and Other Experts*, by Denise Montgomery, evaluates the 826 National programs. Montgomery finds that the programs’ success is due not only to the consistent and growing attendance of participants but also to 826 National’s ability to raise visibility through stakeholder ties.²

---

**What does it mean to publish?**

For a librarian, “to publish” means to publish professionally—to go through the publication process that includes editors, copy editors, and publishing or media companies who create a product and sell it in the marketplace.

But publishing can also mean simply sharing our writing: reading aloud, for instance, to an audience of one, or of thirty. Or making physical copies—one handmade book, or a collection of 30 stapled, bound copies of the same title. Technology today enables us to bind a paperback book of our writers’ collected works. The validation and joy that comes from holding a physical book, produced and distributed by its writers, cannot be measured. The outcomes can.

The work of 826 National and its Minneapolis affiliate, the Mid-Continent Oceanographic Institute, persuaded me that publishing can be done in many forms, and that publishing/sharing the work should be part of any writing program.

I witnessed this excitement in 55 fifth-grade writers who contributed short stories to *Up, Up and Away: Advice and Adventures from the Future Authors and Astronauts of Farnsworth Aerospace*. They read aloud with confidence during their publication party. Their families—fathers and mothers, grandparents and cousins, aunts and uncles—beamed with pride as the authors signed their pages of the finished book.

Lauren Broder, PhD, director of research and evaluation of 826 National, confirmed the importance of publishing as one of the cornerstones of their program, and reiterated the importance of outside validation to support and inspire the young writers’ work. (For more information about 826 National, contact Dr. Broder at laurenb@826national.org, 415. 864.2098.)

In his TED talk of February, 2008, Dave Eggers spoke of the value of the volunteer tutors, who sit “shoulder to shoulder” with the writers and whose “concentrated attention shining this beam of light on [the writers’] work, on their thoughts, on their self expression ... is absolutely transformative because so many of their students had not had that before.”

Young writers who know that their work is going to be published work hard. They revise and revise and revise to create a product worthy of publication.
Eggers stated that the 826 program also succeeded because there was no stigma attached to going to the pirate supply store. The kids who come for tutoring see themselves as the cool kids.

An 826 tutoring/writing center is a place where young writers’ opinions and thoughts are of value. A library with a Writing Box program can be a similar safe place, where children and young adults can improve their literacy skills. Librarians who provide a platform for sharing writers’ work are confirming the value of the children’s writing. Isn’t that the goal of every library’s children and young adult services program?3

---

Means for sharing the writing product
Children can share one-on-one with parents, teachers, or peers. We can post work on bulletin boards or tape it to walls and windows. We can take photographs and scan and upload them to websites, create handmade books or newspapers or zines. These are all forms of publishing. The writing product can be shared internally or disseminated to families or classes or buddies or to the community. The physical product of writing in any format creates a reality that this work is worthy of sharing.

A few words about revision
I recently had the opportunity to speak to a mom about a school assignment on which her young adult daughter was procrastinating. The daughter had a draft, but the mom felt it wasn’t completed. The daughter didn’t have any problem writing; in her mom’s opinion, the kid had stalled in the revision process.

My advice wasn’t very satisfying. Mostly I said “back off.” The teacher here is really the editor, who will note unclear word choices and atrocious spelling and grammar. The writing was the joy. The revision is the work that makes a piece readable/publishable.

And then I remembered mentor texts. In the Children’s Literature Research Collections of the University of Minnesota, where I am the curator, we have boxes and boxes, files and files of corrected and revised manuscript pages from children’s and young adult writers like Sharon Creech, Christopher Paul Curtis, Katherine Paterson, and Kate DiCamillo.
To illustrate the revision process, I have included here the first page of the first draft of *Because of Winn Dixie*, of the fourth draft, and of a draft very close to the published first page. Newbery medal winner DiCamillo told me that she donates her papers to the Kerlan Collection because she wants all children to know that writing begins with a big mess. And she wants adults to know that writing begins with a big mess.

**Resources**


Initiative, Common Core Standards. “English Language Arts Standards.” z.umn.edu/wbr775.


CHAPTER 17

PUBLISHING: WRITING & REVISION, PROCESS & PRODUCT

Create a safe space

Making books

826 Minneapolis

826 publications
**Preparation**

**STEP 1:** Gather books about creating your own book, such as Aliki’s *How a Book Is Made*, Sandy Asher’s *Where Do You Get Your Ideas? Helping Young Writers Begin*, Donna Guthrie’s *The Young Author’s Do-It-Yourself Book: How to Write, Illustrate and Produce Your Own Book*, Marion Dane Bauer’s *What’s Your Story? A Young Person’s Guide to Writing Fiction*, or *How to Make Pop-Ups* by Joan Irvine.

**STEP 2:** Create a sample book. You can make a book simply by folding pieces of plain paper over and stapling them or tying them together at the fold with yarn. Or you can put together colored sheets of paper with cardboard covers, hole-punch them, and tie them together with pipe cleaners. Or, if you’re more ambitious, you can follow the instructions at the end of this chapter to create your own blank book.

**STEP 3:** Check Writing Box supplies. Make sure there are brass fasteners and hole punches, lanyards, string, ribbons, or yarn to tie pages together, and oak tag or cardboard for covers.

**The Workshop**

**STEP 1:** Display different kinds of books, talk about how they are made, and describe their different sections (front cover, title, dedication, chapters, etc.).

**STEP 2:** Show your own handmade book.

**STEP 3:** Give the children paper, cover pieces, markers, crayons, and paper. Help them with taping, gluing, or tying. They may not have time to both make a book and write in it, so remind them that they can write in it anytime they like.

**STEP 4:** Give a five-minute warning for cleanup. Remind writers when the Writing Boxes are available to use in the library. Clean up the area and put away supplies.

**STEP 5:** Take a few minutes to share the work.
TWO ONIONS, FOUR GARLIC BULBS SERENDIPITY AND A DOG NAMED WINN DIXIE
my dog's name is winn dixie on account of that is where i found him. he was in the produce
department and you know they don't like dogs mixed in with the fruit and vegetables.

the produce manager, he was all excited, waving his arms around and chasing winn dixie,
screaming, "that dirty dog. who let that dirty dog in here?"

which was a good question. because they don't normally let dogs in any part of winn dixie.

they think they carry germs. but winn dixie was running around and the produce manager was
chasing him and winn dixie thought it was a game. his tongue was hanging out and his tail was
wagging and every one in a while he would let out a happy bark.

and i happened to come in winn dixie at exactly that minute. it was the same thing my teacher
was talking about in school it was serendipity. my daddy had said, "bea, run on up to the winn
dixie and get me five onions. and two cloves of garlic." my daddy was fixing to making
spaghetti and he likes to spice it up. and i said yes sir. i like to run errands on account of my
bike is very, very fast and i'm good at taking instructions and i can remember a long list of
things in my head. five onions and two cloves of garlic was a snap for me.

so i got up there to winn dixie and i stopped at the front door to check and see if the super ball
vending machine had either money or a superball laying in the bottom of it and it didn't. and
then i weighed myself. i weighed fifty-two pounds. i am small for my age. people have been
saying that ever since i can remember. but i think i am just fine.

and then i headed back to the produce department and that is where i set eyes on winn dixie
for the very first time. winn dixie was skidding around the corner of all the fruit displays and
wagging his tail so hard he was knocking apples and oranges off the display and they were
rolling around in the aisles, along with the tomatoes and green peppers that winn dixie was
knocking off. and the produce manager was chasing him and hollering at nobody in particular,
help me, help me catch this dirty dog. and then winn dixie sat down, just like that. thump. and
the produce manager couldn't stop. he tripped right over winn dixie and went flying through the
air. it was something to see. i decided right off i had to have that dog. the produce maanger
had him cornered and he was hollering and screaming right in winn dixie's face. and winn dixie
was just wagging his tail and smiling back at the produce manager. he's a real friendly dog. and
people were all gathered around looking and pointing. and then all of a sudden, winn dixie was
thinking that the game wasn't over and he barked and jumped and tried to put all four of his
paws at once on the produce manager and it knocked him down. which is when the produce
manager started to cry. it was sad and funny at the same time and winn dixie started licking
the man's face and everybody kind of moved on, because it is one thing to see a produce
manager get in a fight with a dog and that's the kind of thing it's fun to watch, but it's not any fun
at all to watch a produce manager cry.

"this is serendipity," i thought to myself. if daddy hadn't wanted to make spaghetti and sent me
to get him four onions and two cloves of garlic, i wouldn't have never met winn dixie.

"all right," the big winn dixie manager started pushing his way through the crowd, saying, "all
right, all right, whose dog is this?"

and that was more serendipity, or maybe it was just what my daddy calls my big mouth, but i
knew if somebody didn't speak up they would take winn dixie to the pound.

"mine sir," i told him.

the produce manager looked at me like he wanted to kill me a hundred different ways and the
big manager turned on me and said, "what's your name?"

"bea," i told him.

"bea?" he said.

"that's right," i said. "bea buloni."

"and you are how old," he said.

"i'm ten," i told him.

"well," he said, "miss buloni, ten years old is old enough to know that you do not bring dogs into
a grocery store."

"yes sir," i told him. "he just got off his leash and i was chasing him and he ended up in here
somehow."
WHISTLING FOR WINN DIXIE

CHAPTER ONE

My name is India Opal Buloni and last summer my daddy, the preacher, sent me grocery shopping. I go shopping all the time because I do not have a mother and the preacher is too distracted to pick out groceries. But what was special about this time was that I went to the store for a box of macaroni and cheese, some white rice and two tomatoes and I came back with a dog.

This is what happened. I walked into the produce section of the Winn Dixie grocery store to pick out my two tomatoes and I almost bumped right into the store manager. He was standing there all red-faced, screaming and waving his arms around.

"Who let a dog in here?" he kept on shouting. "Who let a dirty dog in here?"

At first, I didn’t see a dog. There were just a lot of vegetables rolling around on the floor, tomatoes and onions and green peppers. And there was what seemed like a whole army of Winn Dixie employees running around waving their arms just the same way the manager was waving his.

And then the dog came skidding around the corner. He was a big dog. And ugly. And he was having a real good time. His tongue was hanging out and he was wagging his tail. He skidded to a stop and smiled right at me. I had never before in my life seen a dog smile, but that is what he did. He pulled back his lips and showed me all his teeth and wagged his tail even harder. He wagged his tail so hard that he knocked some oranges off a display and they
BECAUSE OF WINN-DIXIE

CHAPTER ONE

My name is India Opal Buloni and last summer my daddy, the preacher, sent me to the store for a box of macaroni and cheese, some white rice and two tomatoes and I came back with a dog. This is what happened. I walked into the produce section of the Winn-Dixie grocery store to pick out my two tomatoes and I almost bumped right into the store manager. He was standing there all red-faced, screaming and waving his arms around.

"Who let a dog in here?" he kept on shouting. "Who let a dirty dog in here?"

At first, I didn’t see a dog. There were just a lot of vegetables rolling around on the floor, tomatoes and onions and green peppers. And there was what seemed like a whole army of Winn-Dixie employees running around waving their arms just the same way the store manager was waving his.

And then the dog came running around the corner. He was a big dog. And ugly. And he looked like he was having a real good time. His tongue was hanging out and he was wagging his tail. He skidded to a stop and smiled right at me. I had never before in my life seen a dog smile, but that is what he did. He pulled back his lips and showed me all his teeth. Then he wagged his tail so hard that he knocked some oranges off a display and they went rolling everywhere, mixing in with the tomatoes and onions and green peppers.

The manager screamed, "Somebody grab that dog!"

The dog went running over to the manager, wagging his tail and smiling. He stood up on his hind legs. You could tell that all he wanted to do was get face to face with the manager and
BINDING HARDCOVER BOOKS

Bound books are the most formally published. They take time to make, but they are attractive. Two pieces of the same size cardboard can be transformed by covering them with wallpaper or contact paper. After the cardboard is covered, pages are sewn together and glued to the inside of the cover. Here are the directions for this elegant book-making procedure.

Place two pieces of the same-size cardboard onto contact paper, leaving an inch border around the cardboard and in the middle between them. Before attaching the cardboard to the contact paper, cut off the ends of the four corners as shown. Fold the contact-paper border over the cardboard smoothly.

Fold in half sheets of paper (sized to fit into the cardboard covers) to the desired thickness or to the number of pages you need to publish a story. Add extra folded sheets to be the title page in the front and the “About the Author” page in the back. Poke holes in the fold with a needle to make sewing them together easier.
Measure a piece of construction paper to fit the inside of the cardboard covers, fold it in half, and sew it with the pages. This piece of paper will be glued to the inside of the cover to hold the paper pages inside the book.

Sew the pages twice: once from top to bottom and then back up from bottom to top. Knot the string securely and glue the construction paper to the inside of the cardboard covers. Open and close the book as you press the construction paper in place to achieve the right flexibility between cover and inside paper.
When Maloy and Edwards spoke in my library that fall day, the clouds parted for me. Their philosophy of providing materials and a nonjudgmental environment was practical and sensible—and inspirational. Over the years, I have discovered that their approach to children and writing is applicable and replicable for a broad range of ages, cultures, and abilities.

Librarians who implement a Writing Box program may find new ways to build community connections that in turn boost the program’s visibility, not only raising public awareness of their efforts but also providing an imprimatur of quality. Positive media coverage, for example, can lead to more support and attract greater enrollment, and create pride among youth participants as well.

Business and civic partners (e.g., retail stores, corporations, and service organizations such as Rotary International) can be community connections that spotlight library programs, perhaps through internal communications vehicles such as e-newsletters. Partners can also help showcase youth writing, not only sponsoring book readings in the library but, for example, also partnering with bookstores, park programming, and afterschool programs to host book readings in those spaces as well.

To recap
- Reading and writing are both essential components of a successful literacy initiative.
- Improving literacy is an essential goal of children’s and young adult library services.
- Implementing a Writing Box program is a fun, inexpensive, and proven way of achieving that goal.
- Writing can be a part of every library program with an easily replicable Writing Box program and format.
Coda
In the spring of 2018 I was asked to do a professional development workshop with teachers and librarians in Tokyo. A week before the meeting, I received an email requesting that, instead of the planned topic on archives and primary sources the organizers had requested, I change the program to speak about bridges, children’s books, and literacy. This gave me an opportunity to model how to include writing and problem solving in a read-aloud program.

What did I need? A list of books about bridges.

*Three Billy Goats Gruff* came to mind.

And books about building bridges. And engineering. And architecture.
And informational books about bridges.

But the real hit was this great read aloud about the Golden Gate Bridge.
Containing graphically illustrated, factually accurate text with matter-of-fact subtle humor, this title presented an opportunity to explore engineering concepts and tie in creative problem solving with activities from *Iggy Peck's Big Project Book for Amazing Architects*.

The process was no different from that of a Writing Box program with children and young adults.

I provided a list of relevant titles for display, I read aloud, we did a writing activity that asked participants to create a bridge and describe its purpose, and they reflected on their work and shared their process.
The biggest surprise to me was the engagement of this group of adults, many of whom did not know each other, as they excitedly created their bridges on paper and helped each other problem solve.

As I walked around the room, I pretended to be overly concerned with one participant’s work, leaning over him with a negative body language.

I interrupted the groups’ work and through the translator spoke about how, as parents and teachers, it was important to step back and provide a non-judgmental space.

After a few shared their in front of the whole group, I asked what they thought was the most important concept of the session.

It wasn’t the selection of literature or the modeling of writing responses or the activity. It was the permission to provide all of these things and create a non-judgmental space for writing.
The reading/writing connection in literacy
I did not discover or invent the reading/writing connection in literacy. I was not the first to connect reading aloud with enabling children to read and write with ease and fluency.


Yes, and...
That brings us back to *Kids Have All the Write Stuff* and how Writing Boxes began in Sharon Edwards’ second-grade classroom with Robert Maloy’s insightful research into writing paralysis.

My hopes and dreams are that every librarian who serves children and young adults, parents and caregivers, teachers and professors becomes a writing mentor. That every time one of these librarians reads a book, ideas of how to incorporate writing response activities spring to mind unbidden.

I want to walk into a public library, a school library, and see grown-ups, young adults, and children reading and writing as a self-selected joyous activity.

These are my hopes and dreams.
WRITING BOXES (for the visual learner)

Sample program

Start with a book, a theme, or a curriculum.

- Book: "How I Became a Pirate" by Melinda Long and David Shannon
- Theme: Maps
- Curriculum: Maps

Gather mentor texts

Choose your writing prompt. Examples: Reading aloud, What is a map?, story map

Make a writing example

Time to write

Read aloud and model an example

Time to reflect
WRITING BOXES (for the visual learner)

Making an Informational Picture Book: Sample process

1. Start with a topic
   **CLASS** Biology
   **TOPIC** Photosynthesis

2. Gather sources about the topic
   Books · Periodicals · Websites

3. Gather mentor texts

4. READ

5. Create resource list and list of facts

6. Create list of words you’d like to use

7. WRITE
   a manuscript draft

8. SKETCH
   thumbnails

9. Edit

10. Revise

11. Layout

12. Revise

13. Layout with words

14. Revise

15. SHARE
WRITING BOXES

Should you have Writing Boxes in your library?

Do you want to?
- YES
- MAYBE
- NO

Are you sure?
- YES

Do children come to your library?
- YES
- NO

Are you a librarian?
- YES
- NO

Do you read aloud?
- YES

Are you a school librarian?
- YES
- NO

Do you work with community groups?
- YES

Do you work with teachers?
- YES

Do you serve a diverse population?
- YES

Do you have a teen population?
- YES

YES!!!
Certificate of Achievement

I, Lisa Von Drasek, being a children’s & young adult librarian for over 25 years & author of the Writing Box Program, hereby certify that

has completed preliminary Writing Box training. The holder of this certificate understands the reading/writing connection, the freedom to read & write, & the Bill of Writes. As such they are a certified as a Writing Mentor in any school/public library or out-of-school learning space.

Lisa Von Drasek, MLIS, University of Minnesota
1. I write to please myself.

2. I decide how to use the Writing Box.

3. I choose what to write and know when it is finished.

4. I am a writer and a reader right now.

5. I have things to say and write every day.

6. I write when I play and I play when I write.

7. I can write about my experience and my imagination.

8. I enjoy writing with technology.

9. I spell the way I can and learn to spell as I write.

10. I learn as I write and write as I learn.

(adapted from Kids Have All the Write Stuff)
This book and my writing practice wouldn’t exist without the seminal volume, *Kids Have All The Write Stuff: Inspiring Your Children to Put Pencil to Paper*, by Sharon A. Edwards and Robert W. Maloy. Edwards and Maloy encouraged me to put pen to paper and share my work with teachers and librarians. I take off my writer’s cap and my editor’s hat to salute these two educators, both of whom continue to make a difference with their research, writing, and publishing.

Thank you to the faculty of the Pratt Institute School of Information and Library Science for the rigorous, meaningful, theoretical, and practical education that continues to inform my work as librarian to this day.

A heartfelt thank you to Ellen Loughran, who believed in the replicability of *Writing Boxes* and, as she called it, the ease of this “Instant Program,” and who supported the program’s early days in the trial branches of the Brooklyn Public Library. She is the model of the very modern mentor, and I aspire to be that to the next generation of youth services librarians.

Thank you to the Bank Street College of Education graduate faculty, the School for Children teachers, and the parents and children who taught me about literacy, pedagogy, child development, collaboration, diversity, critical thinking, reflection, and curriculum development. Above all, “play is the work of the child.”

Thank you to the University of Minnesota Libraries Publishing Services Team. This book was shepherded by Emma Molls, Publishing Services Librarian. Thank you, Emma, for your vision. Thank you, Susan Everson, for your exquisite design skills, copy editing, and above all attention to detail.

To the creators of the children’s and young adult books that inspire all of us to read and write, create and reflect within our communities and beyond, thank you.

To the team at Children’s Literature Research Collections of University of Minnesota and the Kerlan Friends, thank you for being willing first readers and guinea pigs for writing prompts, and for saying yes every time I wanted to program writing at library events on campus and in our community. Yes, Mary Schultz and JoAnn Jonas, I mean you.

And thank you to Paul Von Drasek, writer-in-residence, who understands and supports my passion for this work.
Writing Boxes: The Reading/Writing Connection in Libraries is a guidebook and source of programming inspiration for all librarians working with early to young adult readers. Librarians will find thematic, easy to implement, hour-long writing workshops that require only paper, markers, and excited young writers. Writing Boxes further explores the essential connection between reading and writing by pairing each workshop with mentor texts to model writing, providing librarians with exemplary books to spark writing responses across genres, formats, and curricula.

A call to action, a jolt to the senses, and a repository of all around good advice.
Elizabeth Bird, Collection Development Manager, Evanston Public Library

This is an indispensable handbook for anyone who wants to encourage writing in classrooms or libraries or after-school programs.
Jennifer M. Brown, Children's Librarian, Bank Street College of Education

The author combines superlative credentials, including experience as a school and academic librarian and teacher, with knowledge of children's literature and child development, and offers an abundance of “hands-on” information in this practical guide.
Jean M. Stevenson, PhD, University of Minnesota, Duluth

Lisa Von Drasek is the Curator of the Children's Literature Research Collections of the University of Minnesota Libraries, an internationally recognized archive of rare books, manuscripts, and original art. She is a children's librarian with over 25 years experience in public library, school, and academic libraries, serving students, teachers, librarians, and caregivers. A book reviewer, Lisa has served on distinguished juries, including The New York Times Best Illustrated Children's Books and the Newbery and Caldecott awards. She is available for professional development workshops.